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Minutes of the Meeting of the Strategic Growth Partnership held on Thursday
24 May 2018 at 10.30 am in the Council Chamber, Guildhall, Derry City Council
Members in Attendance:
Martin Connolly, Ballyarnett DEA
Paul McNaught, DfC
Nicola Creagh, DfC
Donna Allen, Education Authority
Wendy Gibbons, Foyleside DEA
Des Gartland, Invest NI
Jim McColgan, LAG
Gavin Kileen, Londonderry Chamber of Commerce
John Cassidy, NIHE
Roisin O’Hagan, North West Community Network
Samantha Traynor, North West Regional College
Mary Black, PHA
Paul McCracken, PSNI
Michael Gahan, PSNI
Ali Campbell, Sport NI
Malachy O’Neill, Ulster University
Linda Watson, Waterside DEA
Fergal Leonard, NIFRS
Jonathan Tate, NIFRS
Paddy McEldowney, Sperrin DEA
Gavin Killeen, Nuprint Technologies (Co-Chair)
Kenny McFarland, Faughan DEA (Co-Chair)
Councillor Maoliosa McHugh, Mayor of DCSDC (Co-Chair)
Alderman Drew Thompson
Councillor Dan Kelly
Councillor Kieran McGuire
Councillor Martin Reilly
Mark H Durkan MLA
Gary Middleton MLA
John Kelpie, Chief Executive of DCSDC
Stephen Gillespie, Director of Business and Culture DCSDC
Karen McFarland, Director of Health and Community DCSDC
Karen Phillips, Director of Environment and Regeneration DCSDC
Kevin O’Connor, Head of Business DCSDC

Rachael Craig, Business Support and Change Manager DCSDC
Deputations
Gerry Kindlon, Seagate Technologies / Chair Economic Delivery Partnership
Presenting Officers in Attendance:
Michael Gallagher, Strategy Manager DCSDC
Barry O Hagan, Head of Community Development and Leisure DCSDC
Colm Doherty, Project Officer DCSDC
Nuala Meehan, Committee Services Assistant DCSDC
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Apologies
Paul Cavanagh, Health and Social Care Trust
Elma Newberry, NIHE
Leo Murphy, NWRC
Martin Graham, Tourism NI
Michael McAvoy, Department of Justice
Teresa Molloy, WHSCT
Trisha Ward, Libraries NI

SGP14/18

Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest.

SGP15/18

Presentation – Economic Delivery Partnership – Progress and Key
Actions
Mr Gerry Kindlon, Executive Director Seagate Technology and
Chairperson, Economic Delivery Partnership addressed the Partnership
and provided a presentation on the Economic Delivery Partnership –
Progress and Key Actions.
Members thanked Mr Kindlon for his presentation and commended
him on its content.
Mr Killeen, (Co-Chair) queried if Mr Kindlon, in his senior position
within Seagate, had experienced similar challenges within other regions
whose experience could be benefited from.

Mr Kindlon stated that currently there was no blueprint for what a
Smart City would present. He referred to the fact that this City in terms
of its size provided scope to bring together a coalition. He said it was
necessary to build on the City’s potential.
Mr O Neill, UU concurred with the need for a partnership approach
which he considered to be achievable given the progress which had
been made during the past twelve months. He queried how it was
possible to develop and progress this in terms of the partnership
between government industries and academia.
Mr Kindlon said he believed the basis for taking this forward currently
existed and referred to the apparent growth in trust which had taken
place over the past ten years. However, it was necessary to learn how
to use this trust in terms of creating necessary challenges and to begin
asking searching questions of each other. He referred to the need to
develop confidence to raise concerns and to ensure that these were
expressed accurately and received accordingly. He emphasised the
need to move away from focusing on past grievances and the lack of
possibilities and potential and concentrate on the future to
collaborative advantage. He concluded that three of the main focuses
should be the language of challenge, trust and focus on the future.
The Head of Business referred to the importance of Seagate in terms of
the wider development and the potential of the Springtown site.
Mr Kindlon said he considered the Springtown location to be the most
critically important site. He stated that it had been in operation for 25
years and it was anticipated that energies would be invested in
celebrating this milestone in the coming year. He said it was planned
to spend 80% of business finance in moving forward. He stated that
Seagate was testament to the capability of the area. He referred to the
need for self-belief in the abilities and capabilities which existed
throughout the area. He added that Seagate is an excellent example of
what could be achieved with determination and self-belief.
In response to a query from Ms Creagh, DfC regarding the figures
displayed in the presentation, Mr Kindlon stated that one of the sets of
figures related specifically to physical and mental health. He stated
that throughout the world money was being invested into healthy
living and healthy aging. A lot of economies were based on health and
any cluster which tackled this issue would have a good outcome. It was
also a good way of bringing communities together.

In relation to the issue of trust referred to in the presentation, Mr
McColgan, LAG referred to a recent Conference which he had attended
where the issue of trust between government bodies and the
community/voluntary/business sector was being challenged by
increased government bureaucracy. He stated that one of the key
speakers at the Conference had referred to the importance of
developing local assets in terms of economic development. He agreed
with the importance of collaboration in building a future.
Ms Black, PHA whilst acknowledging the importance of a partnership
approach and a common vision as a driving force queried what could
be done to improve this moving forward.
Mr Kindlon referred to the need to identify a vision and referred to the
importance of the success of the first cluster. He also referred to the
importance of analytical expertise. He said that when a satisfactory
coalition had been agreed it would be possible to move forward and
market the Plan. However, it was a matter of getting the steps right at
the outset. He again referred to the importance of establishing the
right cluster which must be based on consistency and whilst vision was
important it had to be achievable.
The Chief Executive, DCSDC said he felt the work being carried out by
all of the Outcome Delivery Partnerships (ODPs) was coming together
with many of the building blocks already in place. He stated that the
energy being invested into primary and secondary health care together
with the proposed Graduate Entry Medical School at Ulster University
Magee, in addition to the alignment of all of the existing building
blocks was promising. He stated that this collaborative approach
displayed the synergy from all of these coming together and reflected a
more evolutionary way forward. He thanked all of the ODPs for their
hard work and efforts to date.
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Presentation – DCSDC Economic Overview and Forecasts
The Partnership were advised that Dr Magennis, Senior Economist,
Ulster University Economic Policy Centre (UUEPC) was unable to attend
due to ill health. Mr Michael Gallagher, Senior Economist, DCSDCD
presented the Partnership with a DCSDC Economic Overview and
Forecasts.

Members of the Partnership thanked Mr Gallagher for his presentation.
In response to a query from Mr Killeen, (Co-Chair), Mr. Gallagher
pointed out that in assessing wage levels the use of the NI average can
be misleading if there are large numbers of high earners within in a
given population. For that reason we tend to favour using the median
measure which provides a better representation of the actual situation.
He referred to circumstances specific to this area such as the high levels
of public sector employment and higher numbers of higher earner
female employees. The comparative was average wages in Belfast
where the median salary was 10-15% higher.
The Chief Executive outlined the key reason for this presentation was to
provide an overview of the economic forecast for the area which
council had undertaken to do with the assistance of UUECP. He stated
that this information was collected centrally by UUEPC and upon
completion could be made available to Outcome Delivery Partnerships.
The forecast will be updated on a six monthly basis and will inform how
delivery plans are shaped moving forward. He continued that whilst
some of the indicators may currently be of concern these could be
improved over time via the implementation of actions outlined in the
Strategic Growth Plan. He stated that “vision” would be a contributor
to this and that the evidence base already existed to show how this was
achievable and provide a compelling case for progress. He pointed out
the significant amount of new jobs already created since April 2015
which of itself indicated progress. He agreed that whilst much more
work was required, the message would still be projected that this
council area had the collective ambition and knowledge required to
progress.
Ms Traynor, NWRC, said the information available was greatly
appreciated and emphasised the importance of skills in moving
forward. She referred to a Multiple Skills Information event arranged
by NWRC where students had displayed innovative projects which had
been judged by local business people. She said she felt things were
moving in the right direction however, it was necessary to keep skills at
the forefront.
Mark Durkan, MLA acknowledged the huge amount of work being
carried out by Council in terms of a potential City Growth Deal and
requested clarification regarding recent comments regarding such a
Deal.

The Chief Executive stated that council officers continued to develop a
proposal for a Growth Deal that would aim to improve the economic
prosperity of the City region. He stated that Council had a very
developed statement underpinned by a robust evidence base and was
confident in terms of attracting a City Growth Deal. He highlighted that
any City Growth Deal would not be based solely on the priorities of the
local area but on the priorities of the region as a whole. He went on to
advise members that a senior group had been established to work with
Council to pursue this objective which had been ongoing for the past
six months.
In response to a suggestion from Mark Durkan, MLA, the Chief
Executive said he would be willing to arrange a political meeting to
discuss the current situation in relation to a City Growth Deal
Mark Durkan, MLA queried if Council would be making a formal
response to recent negative press coverage which he felt was important
that Council responded to in this regard.
The Chief Executive stated that Council had and would continue to
publish factual statements regarding progress. He stated that Council
had no control over what was written in the press however accurate
information was available on the current position regarding a City
Growth Deal. He concluded that Council would pro-actively respond to
media and press coverage.
Subsequently the Partnership
Resolved
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that the Chief Executive, DCSDC arrange a cross
Party Political Meeting to discuss progress in
terms of a City Growth Deal in order that
factual information could be made available to
local politicians.

Minutes of Meeting held on 22 February 2018
Minutes of the Strategic Growth Partnership held on 22 February 2018
were agreed with no amendments.
The Business Support and Change Manager advised that all actions
arising from the previous Minutes had been implemented and provided
a detailed update on progress to date.

Matters Arising
SP18/18

Strategic Growth Plan: Carnegie UK Trust – Embedding Wellbeing
in NI – Strategic Business Manager
The Strategic Business Manager presented the above report details of
which had previously been circulated to Members. She advised that
the purpose of the report was to brief the Partnership on the
submission of two ‘Expression of Interest’ forms for Phase 1 of the
selection process to participate in the Carnegie UK Trust ‘Embedding
Wellbeing in Northern Ireland’ project.
Mr Killeen thanked the Strategic Business Manager for her presentation
and referred to the need to address issues regarding unemployment
and low skills.
Subsequently the Partnership
Recommended

to agreed to support the initiative to
submit initial Expression of Interests
(attached as appendices one and two) for
Phase 1 of the selection process to
participate in the Carnegie UK Trust
Embedding Wellbeing in Northern
Ireland Project.

Items for Information
SGP19/18

Verbal Update on Local Community Planning Process
Mr B O’Hagan, Head of Community Development and Leisure provided
a verbal update to members on the Local Community Planning Process.
He referred to the 8 Local Community Planning areas;


Three Rural DEAs; Sperrin, Derg & Faughan



Urban DEAs; Moor, Ballyarnett, Waterside, Foyleside



Strabane Town (although this was not a designated DEA as it fell
within the Sperrin DEA for the purposes of local community

planning there was a dedicated local community plan for
Strabane Town)
In relation to Progress on the 8 Local Community Growth Plans to date
the Head of Community Development and Leisure outlined the
following:
-

LCGP process commenced with a recruitment & animation
programme in December 2015
48 local community planning workshops across the 8 areas
Specific workshops held for the Section 75 groupings
2 x Statutory Partners workshops
8 Resident engagement sessions
On-going meetings with Interim Chair, NR Strategy Managers, C&V
sector, DfC, Rural Networks & Elected Members
Consultation with DCSDC Directors & Heads of Service.

He stated that the feedback received from the consultations informed
the development of the 8 Local Community Plans, which had been
developed in line with the Strategic Growth Plan. It was proposed that
the 8 Local Community Growth Plans would be launched by the 8 Local
Community Growth Partnership Boards.
In relation to Governance & Implementation Arrangements for the
Local Community Growth Partnership Boards, the Head of Community
Development and Leisure pointed out that Council had committed to
building on the existing NR Partnership boards for the urban areas
(Strabane Town, Moor, Ballyarnet, Foyleside & Waterside). The Rural
areas did not have the same structures in place, it had been agreed that
there would be three new partnership boards established for Sperrin,
Derg & Faughan.
He further advised that the preferred nomination process was an open
call for nominations, followed by a robust and transparent assessment
process, aligned to a set of published criteria.
In regards to the Open Call Benchmarking he advised that Peace IV
recently managed an open call process for nominations for the DCSDC
Peace IV partnership. This set a precedent for the process and provides
an opportunity to amend existing protocols and documentation.
He stated that Newry, Mourne & Down District Council recently
managed a comparable open call nominations process for the
establishment of localised community planning partnerships. (This

process was managed from Sector Matters (NICVA). Sector Matters
provided a level of objectivity and credibility within the process, this
was considered to be key to its success.
In relation to the DEA Audit Process for Open Call, the Head of
Community Development and Leisure advised that to inform the Open
Call Process an Audit of each DEA will be carried out, this will involve;
-

-

Identifying all wards not currently represented within the current
structures
Review the existing membership and receive assurances from
existing members regarding willingness to be involved within the
Local Growth Partnership Board for an agreed period.
Identify any existing / projected skills deficits within the current
structures including Section 75 representation.
Continued liaising with DfC, NR Strategy Managers & Interim Chairs.

He stated that with regards to the existing Neighbourhood Renewal
Partnership Boards, it was proposed that there would be a 2 year
transition period before any existing members be replaced. This had
been communicated to all the existing 5 Neighbourhood Renewal
Partnership Boards including the proposed expansion in terms of
membership and mandate. This would allow the current membership to
have adequate time to consider their continued involvement in the
expanded Board, thus establishing the full extent of the additional
members required.
The Head of Community Development and Leisure outlined the
Proposed Open Call – Self Nomination requirements:
-

Live of work in the DEA area to self-nominate
Evidence links with 2-3 community & voluntary organisations in the
DEA area
Demonstrate experience of the required skills and experience areas

He said it was anticipated that the Open call would be Autumn/Winter
2018 (Boards operational Winter 2018).
In response to a query from Mark Durkan, MLA, regarding consultation
with the Community Planning Partnership and Neighbourhood
Renewal Partnerships, the Head of Community Development and
Leisure confirmed that there had been extensive consultation had taken

place with the Neighbourhood Renewal Boards during the past
eighteen months following which the process had been agreed.
In response to a further query from Mark Durkan, MLA, the Head of
Community Development and Leisure advised that the purpose of the
Open Call was to build on existing skills and identify any skills deficits.
He stated that the Neighbourhood Renewals would continue to exist
and continue to be funded until a review of Neighbourhood Renewal
had been carried out.
Mark Durkan, MLA welcomed the involvement of DfC.
In response to a query from Councillor McGuire, DCSDC, Mr
Mulholland, DfC (Co-Chair), advised that urban regeneration and
neighbourhood renewal were aimed specifically at the urban area,
however funding was provided to Councils through the Department for
Communities in respect of rural areas.
In response to a further query from Councillor McGuire, Mr Mulholland,
DfC, (Co-Chair) advised that Neighbourhood Renewal was introduced
in 2003 and the Department were currently proposing to carry out a
review of this service. He reiterated that funding was provided to local
authorities through the Department in respect of rural areas.
Ms Creagh, DfC, stated that the Department had been working closely
with local Councils in relation to partnership arrangements. She
acknowledged that issues had arisen regarding rural areas and DfC
were working with the Department of Agriculture and the rural
community network under the auspices of the voluntary and
community sector on how to progress the situation in relation to the
rural area, however, this work could only progress to a certain level
without Ministerial intervention. She stated that the work which had
been initiated by the Partnership Panel had not been in operation for
some time. However the situation would be kept under consideration
by the Department.
Mr McFarland, Faughan DEA (Co-Chair), referred to the need for
politicians to take responsibility for the rural area. He referred to the
need for action in terms of local development groups.
Mr. Mulholland, DfC (Co-Chair), advised that to date gaps had been
identified through the local partnership and a third party had been
established in the rural area within the Derg and Strabane. He stated

that DfC had written to DEARA regarding deprivation figures and
funding from DfC and a response thereto was currently awaited. He
referred to the possibility of arranging a meeting with representatives
from the Department of Agriculture and DEARA to discuss how to
address the gaps which existed and update Members at the next
Meeting of the Partnership.
Mr McColgan LAG referred to an imbalance which existed between
Neighbourhood Renewal funding and funding in respect of the rural
area. He stated that Neighbourhood Partnerships received funding in
respect of core staff. However, rural area funding did not provide for
core staff. He requested that this imbalance be addressed.
The Head of Community Development and Leisure advised that rural
area funding/needs would be addressed.
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Update on Monitoring and Reporting
The Strategic Projects Officer presented the above report details of
which had previously been circulated to Members. He advised that the
purpose of the report was to update Members on progress in the
development of a monitoring strategy to capture the progress and
impact of the Strategic Growth Plan.
Ms Creagh, DfC, in reference to the Statement of Progress due in
autumn 2019 stated that it was important to demonstrate the benefits
and improvements brought about as a result of the Community
Planning process otherwise questions would arise regarding the
relevance of Community Planning. It was therefore vital to get the
process right. She referred to the need to demonstrate the importance
of Community Planning to local citizens.

SGP21/18

UNESCO Learning Region Event
The Director of Business and Culture presented the above report the
details of which had previously been circulated. He advised that the
purpose of the report was to update Members on progress made by
the Education and Skills Delivery Partnership on the application process
to become a UNESCO Learning Region.
Members noted the content of the report.

SGP22/18

Culture of Lawfulness

The Strategic Business Manager presented the above report the details
of which had previously been circulated. She advised that the purpose
of the report was to update Members on funding received from the
Department for Communities to facilitate the identification of
actions/activity within Community Plans that would contribute towards
building community confidence in the rule of law and help embed a
culture of lawfulness.
Members noted the content of the report.
SGP23/18

Forward Schedule of Meetings
The Strategic Business Manager requested a degree of flexibility and
fluidity regarding future presentations.
The Chief Executive, on behalf of the Mayor and the Co-Chairs thanked
Members of the partnership for their work and preparation for the
Meeting. He looked forward to continued collaboration.
The Meeting terminated at 12.15 pm
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Strategic Growth Partnership
25 October 2018
Strategic Growth Plan – Programme management and
Implementation report
Strategic Business Manager

Purpose of Report/Recommendations

1.1

The purpose of this report is to broadly update the Partnership on overall progress
of the programme management and implementation of the Strategic Growth Plan.

1.2

It is recommended that Members endorse the progress to date on the key work
streams of governance, implementation, arrangements for performance
management and reporting, communication and risks.

2

Background

2.1

In November 2016 the Partnership agreed a Strategic Growth Plan for the Derry City
and Strabane District Council area in accordance with Section 10 of the Local
Government (Northern Ireland) Act 2014 and the Operational Guidance in the
Delivery of Community Plan.

2.2

Following the agreement of the Strategic Growth Plan a number of work streams
have been progressed to further the implementation of the plan and to ensure that
the plan and the partnership are in compliance with the legislation and the
emerging draft monitoring and evaluation framework.

2.3

At the Strategic Growth Partnership meeting held in Feb 2018 Members were
appraised of the draft work plan to lead the Partnership to the statutory reporting
period of November 2019. This is attached for reference at appendix 1.

3

Key Issues

3.1

Since the development and agreement of the Strategic Growth Plan in November
2016, a significant programme of work has been underway by all Statutory and
Support Partners to deliver the actions within the Strategic Growth Plan and to
realise its significant social, economic and environmental impacts. A number of key
work streams have emerged and updates on progress are featured below.

3.2

Governance and Partnership – A Strategic Growth Partnership has been stablished
and a draft partnership agreement was tabled at the first Partnership meeting held
on the 01 July 2016. The Partnership is co-chaired between the Council, the
statutory sector, the private sector and the community and voluntary sector. It has
met 5 times since its inaugural meeting. All Statutory and Support Partners are
engaged and are participating in the partnership and their relevant Outcome
Delivery Partnership(s).

3.3

Eight outcome delivery partnerships have been established, a terms of reference
and an outcome delivery plan agreed based on the relevant actions within the plan.
All partnerships are currently meeting to consider the implementation of the actions
and a lead organisation and officer has been identified for performance monitoring
information. These outcome delivery partnerships have been broadly aligned to
each outcome – with the Environmental pillar merging their two outcomes into one
Partnership and Tourism and Culture operating within two groups.

3.4

A range of statutory and private sector partners have agreed to chair Outcome
Delivery Partnerships. All of the Outcome Delivery Partnerships within the economic
pillar are chaired by private sector leaders. The environmental outcome delivery
partnership is jointly chaired by the Department of Infrastructure and the
Department for Communities and the social pillar outcome delivery partnerships are
chaired by The Health and Social Care Board, The Western Area Outcomes
Group/Western Health and Social Care Trust and the Department for Communities.

3.5

An Equality and Oversight Group has been established and meets biannually. This
group developed the Plan’s equality impact assessment and will have an ongoing
role in terms of scrutinising the implementation of the plan for equality impacts. A
rural impact screening assessment has also been completed and forwarded to the
Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs.

3.6

Moreover at a local level, eight local growth partnerships and plans (aligned to
District Electoral Areas) are being established and it is envisaged that this process
will be completed at the end of this calendar year.

3.7 Implementation
3.8

In advance of the November 2019 statutory reporting deadline, officers are currently
transferring the outcome delivery plans and actions within the plans into the
Pentanna Performance Management and Reporting Software System. These reports
will be tabled at each outcome delivery partnership for review and update and then
to the Strategic Growth Partnership for approval.

3.9

This work has revealed that since the adoption of the plan it is clear that the
majority of the key actions within the plan are being actively progressed. A business
case for the development of a graduate entry medical school (and the subsequent
overall expansion of the University of Ulster at Magee) has been developed;
consultant teams have been appointed to initiate the regeneration of Strabane town
centre and Derry City Centre, business cases have been completed to support the
regeneration of the Ebrington site; Fort George is currently undergoing remediation
and soft market testing, The A6 Randlestown to Castledawson and Dungiven to
Derry has commenced - as has works on the €30m multimodal transport hub.

3.10 In support of the Strategic Growth Plan the Council has approved an extensive and
ambitious capital programme. £120 million has been allocated to develop a range
of significant capital projects throughout the full extent of the City and District.
Some of this capital programme has been completed, some of it is progressing and
fully funded and some projects still require funding. As illustrated below - this
programme focuses on the development of our leisure services, greenways, play
parks, parks, community centres, walking trails, heritage assets, recycling facilities
and allotments.
3.11 The Partnership are invited to consider some of the emerging progress in each of
the outcomes and actions within the Strategic Growth Plan below.
Economy
•

•
•
•

North West Trade and Investment mission to Boston, Massachusetts and
Philadelphia in partnership with Donegal County Council and the development of
export potential of local companies.
Regional investment proposition refreshed.
Friendly City Relationship with Dalian in China
Supported city secure MEGUK 2018 conference.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementation of the £7.5m Rural Development Programme, including village
renewal, 15 cluster village plans to cover all 49 rural settlements in the council area
Rural Broadband scheme – mapping of broadband coverage and speed
£6.5m of Peace VI funding secured.
139 jobs promoted as part of the Northern Ireland Business Start Up Programme
in 2017/18
272 jobs promoted as part of the business boost programme in 2017/18
Delivery of Enterprise Week, Fashion Fest and Christmas Markets
Mentoring programme for Entrepreneurs

Education and Skills
•
•
•
•

Recruitment of a coordinator to developing Derry City and Strabane District as an
accredited Learning City and Region
Delivery of ESF Kickstart to work scheme
Programmes to encourage market place entry such as Software fundamentals
course, welding academy and World food host ambassador programme
Hosting and promoting of jobs fairs

Tourism Arts and Culture
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Launch of Tourism Strategy
Food and drink Strategy and Action Plan development
Access and Inclusion Programme for the Arts implemented
€1.2m marine, food, slow adventure and seafood sector programme
13 new tourism products developed and launched.
Supported Sperrin’s Future Search work to develop an action plan for the AONB.
Successful HLF Round 2 funding of £2.8m for the Maritime Museum Project
15,000 participants in pan disability programme activities across the Council area
Delivery of 18 tier one events including the largest ever Halloween, City of Derry
Jazz festival, Strabane Lifford half marathon, Waterside Half marathon and
Summer Jamm events.

Community Development
•
•
•

£7m Brandywell Stadium opened Feb. 2018
Design team appointed for leisure centres in Strabane and Derry
Daisyfied/Brandywell Sports Centre Development design

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2SIF Pitch Projects (Leafair and Corrody Road) commenced
Peace IV Shared Space project £6.9m
Three new/ refurbished community centres complete (Irish Street/Glebe/Victoria
Bridge)
New community centre build progressed for Lincoln Courts
3 New capital build community centres progressed through the design states
(Galliagh, Shantallow and TOTH)
Castlederg Shared Space £313,000. Peace IV Funding secured.
Development of 8 Local Community Growth Plans and progress towards
governance arrangements.
£200k of Community safety projects funded, 41 Neighbourhood Watch schemes
supported
400 homes fitted with home safety security equipment
10,000 patrols carried out by community safety wardens

Health and Wellbeing
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Future Foyle project being led as a City Centre Initiative Partnership
Procurement of Community Crisis intervention Service completed.
Civic Forum working on issues associated with alcohol, drugs, mental health and
emotional wellbeing
Melvin 3G Pitch Phase 1 completed (£1.4m) in spring 2018. Arena pitch and
temporary changing facilities (£70k) in place
Delivery of 6 seasonal District Wide sports camps with 250 participants
Physical Activity Referral Programme targeting designated special populations
with roll out across 3 Tier 1 leisure centre sites and pre and post assessments
undertaken with 385 participants completed.
In 2017/18 there were 940,009 paid visits to our leisure centres
11,230 participants recorded to the Everybody Active Programme in 2017/18
Delivery of “Get out Get Active” Disability Programme with 1100 participant
opportunities created
Macmillan sports coordinator for the Move More programme appointed
3,000 children participating in structured swimming in 2017/18

Children and Young People
•

Year of Youth 2019 programme developed and funding secured.

•
•

•
•

Delivery of international conference on ACES by CAWT
Completion of two new play parks at Brandywell (£700k) and Ballyarnet (£600k)
and the commencement of £2m worth of works at play parks in Kilfennan and
Ballymagroarty.
Opening of the new £520k play park at Strathfoyle
Works on site at play parks in Kilfennan and Ballymagorry.

Physical and Environmental Regeneration
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Council has completed £34m of its capital programme and has full financing for a
further £63m of capital development in 2017/18
The newly opened £5.7m Brook Park
The Local Development Plan Preferred Options Paper was published in May 2017.
The plan is currently at stage 2A. Plan Strategy. Scheduled for issue in Dec/Jan.
We have seen an increase in planning decisions issued, a 29% increase in
approved applications.
In the 11 months to the end of Feb 2018 the building control section received
applications with a construction value in the region of £166m
We have approved and issued the highest number of Major residential
developments in Northern Ireland, 6 so far in the first two quarters of 2017/18 and
9 of which was the highest in Northern Ireland for last year, culminating to a total
of 1078 dwelling units, 835 social and 243 private. Many of these are also
accompanied by legal planning agreements securing comprehensive development
and facilitating associated infrastructure and open space in order to deliver
sustainable communities
Delivery of two allotment sites in Castlederg and Strabane (£131,000)
Consultant team appointed for Strabane town regeneration project
Strabane connectivity project feasibility study completed
New stage 2 application submitted for the Riverine Project
Consultant team appointed for the Sion Mills Heritage Led Regeneration
programme
Completion of £400k of public realm works at St Columbs Park House.
Completion of the shopfront enhancement scheme “ReStore” on Clooney Terrace
and Strand Road, and the submission of a £250k revitalisation shopfront
enhancement scheme for Strabane Town Centre

•

Built Heritage Officer recruited as part of a joint initiative with DFC’s Historic
Environment Division to develop a heritage strategy and encourage pride in local
built heritage.

Energy, Infrastructure, Waste and Transport.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Development of a Green Infrastructure Plan.
Completion of Gransha Greenway Phase 4 through the Gransha estate.
Planning Permission for £1.2m worth of greenways at Clooney and Kilfennan.
Progress on the A6 Derry to Dungiven
Development of a sub-regional transport strategy
Development of the €30m Multi Modal Transport Hub
Increased frequency of flights to and from Derry City Airport
Recruitment of an officer and design team to take forward the €18m North West
Greenways Project - to deliver 46km of 3 off road cross border greenway
connections
Council were the first Council in Northern Ireland to adopt a Zero waste Circular
Economy Strategy supported by community partners Zero North West.
Increase in recycling levels
Development of first climate change adaption Strategy
Extension of the gas network.

3.12 Data monitoring and impacts. A team has been established within council’s
Strategic Finance and Funding Unit to provide data, statistical analysis and
economic forecasting of the plan. Council has the use of NISRA statisticians and a
Senior Economist alongside commissioned support from the Ulster University
Economic Policy Centre. This team shall assist the partnership in ensuring that data
sources are reliable, valid, updated and also that any trends, changes to the
indicators will be reported to the partnerships so that it can consider and respond
as necessary.
3.13 Engagement and Communication. Following the significant stakeholder
engagement in the development of the plan the partnership is committed to
engaging with wider stakeholders in the implementation of the plan. Approx. 500
people are currently engaged in the implementation of the plan via attendance at
outcome delivery partnerships, the equality and scrutiny group and/or within the
eight local community planning processes.

3.14 Members agreed the brand “Making it Happen” and logo at the partnership
meeting held on 19th October 2017. This brand toolkit is available to all Statutory
and Support Partners to reinforce the delivery of the plan. A dedicated website has
been developed www.growderrystrabane.com. This will be used as the online
information portal on all progress of the Partnership going forward. All meetings of
the Strategic Growth Partnership are advertised and ‘in open business’ so that
members of the public can attend. Council’s Communications team provide media
releases before and after the meetings. Moreover, as Members are aware, a range of
digital videos have been produced to promote the plan and to communicate its key
messages. Further work on the development of key communication and marketing
milestones and actions leading to the November 2019 reporting period will be
developed and presented to this committee.
3.15 Risks. A risk register has been developed and is attached at appendix two. This
outlines the key risks to the implementation of the plan and the controls to mitigate
these risks. The most significant of these risks relate to the dependency of central
government funding for some strategic projects which will have the biggest impact
on our indicators. Another risk relates to minimising any challenges and realising
any opportunities presented by Brexit. The Council has tried to mitigate these risks
by focusing on the delivery of the Strategic Growth Plan, progressing a City Growth
Deal as and the completion and public launch of the BREXIT report, including
presentation to the House of Commons, House of Lords and Oireachtas
Committees. These risks will be routinely reviewed and updated into this partnership
to ensure further good governance.
4
4.1

Financial, Equality, Legal, HR, Improvement and other Implications
As Members will be aware the new statutory responsibility of Community Planning
was bestowed onto Local Government with no additional funding. Derry City and
Strabane District Council was fortunate to receive some funding from the
Department for Communities as a result of the transfer of Ilex staff and regeneration
functions. This funding supported the development of the Strategic Growth Plan
and its partnerships to date. This funding term will cease in March 2019 and officers
are currently preparing projections of costs for community planning for the 2019
district rates process.

5
5.1

Recommendations
It is recommended that members endorse the progress to date on the key work
streams of governance, implementation, arrangements for performance
management and reporting, communication and risks.

Strategic Growth Plan – implementation arrangements– first term
Table 1.1 – Detailed workplan

2017
Sept

2018

Oct

Nov

Dec

TCPP

Launch

Website

Digital

E&S

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

TCPP
Econ

June

July

2019
Aug

Sept

TCPP

TAC

P&E

EIT

H&WB

CYP

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

TCPP
CD

Phase 1. Finalisation of delivery plans

E&S

Econ

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

TCPP
TAC

P&E

EIT

H&WB

June

July

Aug

Sept

TCPP
CYP

CD

Phase 2. Performance measures data gathering and collection

Oct

Nov

TCPP

E&S

Approve
report

Report

Preparing first term report

Table 2.1 – Phased summary workplan
Autumn

2017
Winter

Spring

Summer

Phase 1
Strategic
Strategic Partnership
Partnership
Meeting.
- Approval &
- Process for
Launch of final Plan
Performance
Monitoring
Economic Pillar
Environmental Pillar
Social Pillar
Finalisation of delivery plans

2018
Autumn

Winter
Phase 2

Strategic
Partnership
Meeting – Update
on framework
Economic Pillar

2019
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Phase 3 Report writing
Strategic
Strategic
Partnership
Partnership
Update on progress
1 year report

Environmental Pillar
Social Pillar
Data Gathering and collection

Preparing two year
progress report

Phase 1

• Winter 17/Spring 18. Finalisation of delivery plans
• Who is responsible for what and what data do we have?. Identification of lead
partner. Responsible officer for action. Agreement of baseline
• Source additional data and performance measures
• Strategy and partnership mapping

Phase 2

• Autumn 18/Spring 19
• Begin tracking progress on performance measures and baseline data
• Seeking information updates from partners on progress
• Baselining and Data gathering

Phase 3

• Autumn 19
• Data collection
• November 2019

18/10/2018 14:47:10

Community Planning Risk Register Report
Entity: Community Planning (including children), Risk Assessment open, Current Risk version, Risk is open

Service Area

Risk Description

Potential
Causes

Potential Inherent
Impacts Likelihood

Inherent
Impact

Community
Planning

Over-reliance on central
government funding and
policy enablers for key
catalyst projects such as
the University and Roads
Infrastructure

Skills deficit is not
addressed and negatively
impacts on growth
ambition. FDI cannot
source enough level 4+

Current Controls

Residual
Likelihood

Residual
Impact

Total
Residual
Risk Score

4

5

20

3

5

15

Items in Group: 6

Rachelle Craig (Strategic Business Manager)
Community
Planning

Total
Inherent
Risk Score

Central
government do
not make funds
available.
Brexit causes
the macro
economic
environment to
decline.
Absence of
Ministers and
ability of
Permanent
Secretaries to
proceed
business cases

Economic
and social
decline;
Jobs
growth
figures,
projects
and level of
capital
investment
in the plan
not
delivered.
Public
criticism of
the lack of
delivery.

4

Failure of
planned
interventions to
raise skills
profile of the
population;
University
expansion is
delayed along
with lack of
growth in
NWRC

Social and
economic
decline;
Lack of
FDI;
DCSDC is
unable to
fully benefit
from
opportunitie
s that FDI
provides

4

5

20

UUEPC Sensitivity
Analysis outlines critical
nature of these projects
Progression of a City
Growth Deal to fund
catalyst projects within
the plan
Analysis completed by
Funding Unit of shortterm implications of
Brexit

5

20

Education and Skills
working group and plans
in place to address the
skills base of the
population
Skills actions currently
being implemented.
Working towards
UNESCO Learning City
Status

1
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Service Area
Community
Planning

Risk Description
Challenges for delivering
inclusive growth for the
most deprived elements
within the community.
Inability of plan to deliver
on social inclusion

Potential
Causes
Community
involvement is
weak in
delivery of plan.
Upskilling
opportunities
are not taken.

Potential Inherent
Impacts Likelihood
Residents
fail to
benefit fully
from social
and
economic
improveme
nt

4

Delay in
delivery of
key
projects;
Lack of
integration
of
interdepend
ent projects
negatively
impacting
in
outcomes

3

Inherent
Impact

Total
Inherent
Risk Score

5

20

Current Controls
Equality Impact
Assessment

Residual
Likelihood

Residual
Impact

Total
Residual
Risk Score

3

3

9

2

3

6

Rural Proofing
Local Community
Planning process and
plans
Ongoing data analysis by
statisticians and
reporting to partnerships
as plans move to
implementation
Ongoing work with skills

Community
Planning

Strategic Project
Management and coordination is weak across
plan delivery

Lack of coordination
resource with
clearly
identified roles
and
responsibilities.
Lack of
ownership by
SLT/Action
Leads.
Community
Plan not closely
enough linked
with service
plans

5

15

Project management in
place with regular
oversight by CEO
Resources currently
being identified and
secured
Regular updates into
Strategic Partnership,
Outcome Delivery
Partnerships and Senior
Leadership Team
ODP co-ordination
meetings to be convened
Website developed as
online communication
and co-ordination
resouce

2
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Service Area
Community
Planning

Community
Planning

Risk Description
Poor communication of
plan to residents

Statutory and other key
stakeholders do not
engage in delivery of
Community Plan

Potential
Causes

Potential Inherent
Impacts Likelihood

Lack of focus
on residents;
Insufficient
engagement on
ground; Lack of
planning

Residents
lose
confidence
in plan to
deliver, do
not receive
regular
updates,
disengage
from
process
and be
critical of
plan
delivery

4

Lack of
communication;
Lack of
ownership and
buy-in to the
process;
Resourcing
issues

Piecemeal
delivery of
plan across
pillars,
plans and
partners
leading to
lack of
integration
causing
reduction in
positive
impacts

3

Inherent
Impact

Total
Inherent
Risk Score

4

16

Current Controls
Marketing/Communicatio
ns campaign ongoing

Residual
Likelihood

Residual
Impact

Total
Residual
Risk Score

2

3

6

2

3

6

Website launched
Meetings held in public
#makingithappen
strategy to be developed
and reviewed regularly

4

12

Engagement with
stakeholders continues
at highest levels to
ensure buy-in across
organisations
All ODPs established
and head actions
identified
Attendance and
engagement at meetings
recorded
Meetings established
where necessary

3

AGENDA ITEM 5.

Committee:

Strategic Growth Partnership

Date:

25 October 2018

Agenda Item:

Baseline Statistics & Monitoring

Officer presenting:

Hugh McNickle, Statistician

1

Purpose of this report/recommendations

1.1

The purpose of this report is to brief members of the Strategic Growth
Partnership on the progress of the agreed indicators of the Strategic Growth
Plan – Our Community Plan.

1.2

It is recommended that the Partnership ….

1.3

- Takes note of the changes in the indicators listed
- Take note of the approach endorsed by Dept. Communities in terms of
performance management of the Strategic Growth Plan – Our Community
Plan.

2

Background

2.1

The Local Government Act (NI) 2014 requires the council and its community
planning partners to make arrangements to monitor progress and effectiveness
of each of the council’s community plans and the actions taken for the purpose
of meeting the plan’s objectives:

2.2

Section 71— Monitoring
(1) A council and its community planning partners must ensure that
arrangements are made for monitoring—
(a) progress made towards meeting the community plan objectives for
the district contained in the current community plan; and
(b) the effectiveness of actions taken and functions exercised for the
purpose of meeting those objectives.

(2) A community planning partner's duty under subsection (1) extends only to
matters connected with its functions.
(3) A council must at least once every two years publish a statement which
describes—
(a) progress made and outcomes achieved in meeting the community
plan objectives for its district; and
(b) actions taken and functions exercised for the purpose of meeting
those objectives.
(4) It is the duty of each community planning partner of a council to provide
such information as the council may reasonably require in order to enable it to
comply with its duty under subsection (3).
(5) The first statement under subsection (3) must be produced within two years
of the date on which a community plan is published under section 68(4).
3

Key Issues

3.1

The current Programme for Government has adopted the Outcomes Based
Accountability (OBA) approach in the monitoring of the work towards
achieving the stated outcomes of the programme.

3.2

This approach is being endorsed by the Department of Communities (DfC) in
its guidance on the monitoring of progress in delivering the Community Plan
and reporting on their impacts.

3.3

The DCSDC Strategic Growth Plan has agreed a suite of indicators that have
helped form the basis of our Strategic Growth Plan. In the terms of OBA
terminology these can be seen as ‘Population Indicators’. Where applicable,
these are indicators that align closely to the PfG in terms of measurement but
also in their robustness and availability at a Council wide level on an ongoing
basis.

3.4

This paper provides an update on these indicators (see Appendix A).

3.5

DfC convened a monitoring and reporting working group to provide
additional guidance on monitoring and reporting requirements to allow for
‘Performance Measurement’. This representative group consisted of council
statisticians, community planning officers, statutory partners and other
organisations.

3.6

The resulting guidance produced by DfC can be summarised as follows:
•

An OBA approach can help community planning partnerships set clear
goals and milestones and both identify and measure progress made
towards meeting the objectives of the community plan;

•

Partnerships will need to demonstrate and report on what was done,
how it was successful and is anyone better off. Regular monitoring of
the action delivery plans needs to be carried out throughout the
lifetime of the actions identified;

•

It will be important for community planning partnerships to regularly
measure community planning actions through the report cards, for
example to in order to provide updates to partners and to share
information with the local community on progress. It should also be
recognised that the aggregated data from periodic reporting can also
be a resource in the preparation of the Statement of Progress;

•

The legislation requires that a first statement should be produced
within two years of the community plan being published. We therefore
a working to develop and publish our first Statement of Progress in
community planning by 30 November 2019.

•

It is acknowledged that community planning in NI is at an early stage,
with partnership infrastructure still in development to support the
process going forward. The first statement of progress is therefore
likely to be different from future reporting periods in terms of the
extent of impacts or changes toward outcomes in community plans.

3.7

A template for the first Statement of Progress can be found in Appendix B.

4.

Recommendations

4.1

It is recommended that the Partnership:
•
•

•

Note the progress of the population indicators
Continue to inform the monitoring requirements of the Strategic
Growth Plan by sharing those arrangements being implemented
to monitor PfG at a performance level.
Continue to provide comments on how partners believe a
measure of performance can be best demonstrated as we move
through the life of the Strategic Growth Plan.

Appendix A: Baseline Measures - Community and Social
Baseline data
Outcome

Measure

Period

Period

DCSDC Value

NI Value

% population who agree that they can influence decisions
affecting their local area

2015

26%

2015

26%

-

% population who agree that the DCSDC area is a place
where people from different backgrounds get on well
together?

2015

65%

2015

65%

-

2016/17

8,504

2017/18

8,494

98,301

2016/17

57

2017/18

56

53

2016/17

21

2017/18

19

162

2016/17

1.4

2017/18

1.3

0.9

2016/17

31

2017/18

38

609

2016/17

2.1

2017/18

2.5

3.3

2016/17

78

2017/18

83

576

2016/17

5.2

2017/18

5.5

3.1

2016/17

4,766

2017/18

5,034

61,207

216/17

317

2017/18

334

327

2015

25%

2015

25%

-

Recorded Crime - Offences (excluding fraud)
o
a)

b)

per 10,000 population

Racist motivation
o

c)

per 1,000 population

Homophobic motivation
o

We are actively engaged in the
decisions that affect us – building a
shared, equal, and safe community.

Latest data

DCSDC Value

per 10,000 population

Sectarian motivation
o

per 10,000 population

Anti-social behaviour incidents
o

per 10,000 population

% population who give any time as a volunteer or as
an organiser for any charities, clubs, organisations (i.e. in an
unpaid capacity)?

Appendix A (cont’): Baseline Measures - Community and Social
Baseline data
Outcome

Period

Standardised Death Rate - U75 All-Cause Mortality (Deaths
per 100,000 population)

2012-16

413.2

2012-16

413.2

369.2

Standardised Death Rate - Preventable (Deaths per 100,000
population)

2012-16

235.0

2012-16

235.0

205.2

2016

239.1

2016

239.1

213.1

Standardised Admission Rate - Self-harm (Admissions per
100,000 population)

2012/13 - 2016/17

204.5

2012/13 - 2016/17

204.5

173.3

Standardised Admission Rate - Circulatory (Admissions per
100,000 population)

2014/15 - 2016/17

1,948.1

2014/15 - 2016/17

1,948.1

2,170.1

Standardised Admission Rate - Respiratory (Admissions per
100,000 population)

2014/15 - 2016/17

2,242.0

2014/15 - 2016/17

2,242.0

2,055.1

Standardised Admission Rate - Alcohol (Admissions per
100,000 population)

2014/15 - 2016/17

1,127.2

2014/15 - 2016/17

1,127.2

721.0

Standardised Admission Rate - Drugs related mental health
and behavioural disorders
(Admissions per 100,000 population)

2014/15 - 2016/17

271.3

2014/15 - 2016/17

271.3

219.9

% of population who meet recommended levels of activity

2015

45%

2015

45%

% of children living in low income families (0-15 years)

2015

31.2%

2015

31.2%

21.1%

Low birth weight (Proportion low birth weight <2500g (%))

2016

6.7%

2016

6.7%

6.3%

Birth rate to teenage mothers per 1,000 female population
aged 13-19 years

2016

8.7

2016

8.7

10.0

Standardised Prescription Rate - Mood & Anxiety
(Prescriptions per 1,000 population)

We live long, healthy and fulfilling
lives

Our children and young people
have the best start in life.

Latest data

Measure

DCSDC Value

Period

DCSDC Value

NI Value

-

Appendix A (cont): Baseline Measures - Economy
Baseline data
Outcome

There is a good job for everyone in
a strong, competitive,
entrepreneurial and innovative
economy.

Measure

Period

Latest data

DCSDC Value

Period

DCSDC Value

NI Value

Employment rate (16-64)

2016

54.7%

2017

56.8%

69.0%

Economically inactivity rate exc students (16-64)

2016

27.9%

2017

23.7%

20.1%

Jan-17

5.3%

Sept-18

4.7%

2.4%

Claimant Count rate (16-64)
Gross median weekly pay of those residing in DCSDC

2017

£350.90

2017

£350.90

£409.50

Number of Vat and/or PAYE businesses

2017

4,945

2017

4,945

71,615

Regional Gross Value Added (Balanced)

2016

£2,470m

2016

£2,470m

£37,236m

School leaver attainment

Our young people and our
workforce are better skilled and
educated.

- Achieved 2+ A-levels (or equiv) (%)

2015/16

60.0%

2016/17

58.4%

58.%

- Achieved at least 5 GCSE's grades A*-C (or equiv) (%)

2015/16

81.5%

2016/17

82.3%

83.8%

- Achieved At Least 5 GCSE's grades A*-C (or equiv) inc.
GCSE English and GCSE Maths (%)

2015/16

68.2%

2016/17

69.3%

69.6%

Enrolments in regulated FE courses (DCSDC resident)

2015/16

10,277

2016/17

9,728

128,629

Enrolments at higher education institutions in the UK

2015/16

2016/17

5,800

63,070

Apr-18

482

4,117

Apr-18

1,018

7,951

2017

270,408

5,008,962

2017

822,313

16,866,127

2017

£55,827,929

£926,129,203

Participants on Training for Success

Apr-17

Participants on ApprenticeshipNI

Apr-17

5,800
547
1,133

Overnight tourism statistics
We are the cultural destination of
choice and offer world class visitor
experiences.

- Estimated trips

2016

- Estimated nights

2016

- Estimated expenditure (£)

2016

282,939
909,898
£50,240,461

Appendix A (cont): Baseline Measures – Environment and Regeneration
Baseline data
Outcome

We live in sustainable communities
with strong environmental
stewardship.

Measure

Period

Applicants in Housing Stress: 30 pts plus (NIHE New, NIHE
Transfer and HA Transfer)

2015/16

67.4%

Period

DCSDC Value

NI Value

2016/17

69.0%

61.3%

2,818

-

Reduce five year social housing need3

-

-

2017/18

Private/speculative new dwelling completions3

-

-

2017

352

5,670

Social housing new dwelling completions3

-

-

2017

217

1,217

2018

95km

Length of greenways delivered (km)

2017

Number of public realm improvements

TBC

Improved Play Value Score1

2012

Number of heritage led regeneration projects

We connect people and
opportunities through our
infrastructure.

Latest data

DCSDC Value

80km
TBC

TBC
54%

TBC

2017

TBC

-

54%
TBC

-

% satisfied / very satisfied with their local area as a place to
live

2015

75%

2015

75%

Reduce carbon emissions (per capita) (kt CO2) (scope of
influence of Local Authorities)

2015

6.42

2016

5.8

6.0

Percentage of fuel poor households

2011

Derry: 47-51%
Strabane: 52-56%

2016

30.7%

21.5%

-

Local authority collected municipal waste sent for preparing
for reuse, dry recycling and composting (%)

2015/16

34.9%

2016/17

42.6%

44.0%

Household waste sent for preparing for reuse, dry recycling
and composting (%)

2015/16

33.3%

2016/17

40.5%

44.4%

1.

Audit to be carried out on new, additional facilities

2.

Revised data

3.

Not included in baseline report

Positive change from previously reported period
Negative change from previously reported period
Please note that data may be subject to sampling error and reported changes may not be statistically significant.

Appendix B – Community planning Statement of Progress 2019

Council borough/district ………………………………………………………

Vision
A statement of purpose or intent that sets the overall direction for the district or borough
over the long term and which drives the actions of the partnership in the short to medium
term. The vision should be high level and simply needs to be stated clearly in the
statement of progress – if the vision has changed within the two-year period then this part
of the statement should be used to explain why (with appropriate evidence).

Partnerships
Describe collaborative working – discuss community planning delivery and structures

Appendix B (cont’) – Community planning Statement of Progress 2019
Social well-being of the district
What did you say you would do?

Based on the Delivery / Action Plans

What have you done to date?

How well did you do it?

Is anyone better off?

Update on the progress on the action - has it

Does it require further action? Did it

If possible, Measurable indicators,

commenced, not started, is it complete?

change? Was it removed?

first hand, testimonies, evaluation

Economic wellbeing of the district
What did you say you would do?

What have you done to date?

How well did you do it?

Is anyone better off?

Based on the Delivery / Action Plans

Update on the progress on the action - has it

Does it require further action? Did it

If possible, Measurable indicators,

commenced, not started, is it complete?

change? Was it removed?

first hand, testimonies, evaluation

Environmental wellbeing of the District
What did you say you would do?

What have you done to date?

How well did you do it?

Is anyone better off?

Based on the Delivery / Action Plans

Update on the progress on the action - has it
commenced, not started, is it complete?

Does it require further action? Did it
change? Was it removed?

If possible, Measurable indicators,
first hand, testimonies, evaluation
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1

Purpose of Report/Recommendations

1.1

2

3

Strategic Growth Partnership
25 October 2018
Update on the development of a City Deal for the
Derry~Londonderry City Region
Lead Finance Officer

The purpose of this report is to update members on the progress
towards securing a City Deal for the City Region and to endorse the
Vision and Outline Bid Proposal document.
Background

2.1

In July 2018 members of Derry City and Strabane District Council’s Governance
and Strategic Planning Commitee received an update report on the development
and progress towards a City Deal for the City Region and endorsed the list of
critical catalyst projects to be developed.

2.2

The report summarised Officers engagement with Ministers, Government
Officials, MPs and MLAs, the on-going development of the critical investment
priorities and an overview of the projects through the economic prioritisation
process, priortising the projects with greatest impact on job and wealth creation
for sustainable growth. These projects were subsequently endorsed by the
Strategic Growth Partnership.

Key Issues
3.1

In July the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Philip Hammond visited the City and
invited “a bid for a Derry-Londonderry city deal”. There were also subsequent
visits by Karen Bradley, the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland and James
Brokenshire, Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government.

4

3.2

Following these engagements and discussions with Government officers have
developed a Vision and Outline Bid Proposal. The critical catalyst projects are
presented under three focused areas for investment: Innovation and Digital;
Enabling Infrastructure and Regeneration; and the Private Sector for further
discussion and development with Central Government, the Northern Ireland
Executive and Civil Service and private sector respectively.

3.3

Members will find the Vision and Outline Bid Proposal at Appendix 1.

3.4

The Vision and Outline Bid Proposal was submitted to Government Officials from
Treasury, the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government and the
Northern Ireland Office at a meeting in London on Wednesday 26th September
2018.

3.5

Work is on-going and Officers continue to support and work closely with our
partners across all sectors to further develop and refine the critical catalyst
projects and to finalise the supporting Strategic Outline Cases for each project.

3.6

The next steps are to submit the overarching Strategic Outline Cases (SOC) for a
City Deal and SOCs for each of the proposed critical catalyst projects to the
respective lead Government department and/or agency with a view to agreement
on a Heads of Terms for City Deal for the Derry~Londonderry City Region.

Financial and Other Implications
4.1

5

If funding is secured through a City Deal for the City Region the impact will be
transformative for the City and Region.

Recommendations
5.1

Members are asked to continue to support and endorse the progress made to
date in the development of a City Deal and the Vision and Outline Bid Proposal,
and that Officers continue to press forward to ensure a formal announcement
from the UK Government is made immediately in respect to a City Deal for the
Derry~Londonderry City Region.

Delivering Inclusive Growth
City Deal for the
Derry~Londonderry
City Region

VISION & OUTLINE BID
PROPOSAL
September 2018

Our partners include:

2

Outline Bid Proposal | September 2018
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Our ambition is growth
Ensuring our regional economies
are firing on all cylinders will help
to close the gap in living standards
and raise our national
performance.
Philip Hammond, Chancellor of the Exchequer
speaking on regional impact, October 2017.

Investing in a City Deal for the Derry~Londonderry City Region is
an investment in the regional economy of Northern Ireland and in
the Government’s ambitious vision to ensure regional economies
are firing on all cylinders, prepared for the challenges and
opportunities of Industry 4.0.

Our Vision is a thriving prosperous and sustainable
City and district with equality of opportunity for all.
Derry City & Strabane District's Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan 2017-2032
This vision is the result of an extensive engagement and co-design process
with our partners: the people of the region, our communities, Government
and business. Our Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan (ISGP) has been informed
by a robust evidence base which has helped develop our themes, outcomes,
indicators and actions. We have commissioned an economic forecast of the
impacts of this plan, its interdependencies and risks.
Aligned to the Programme for Government, UK Industrial Strategy and NI
Draft Industrial Strategy, the SPG aims to create 15,000 new jobs by 2032,
reduce economic inactivity to the Northern Ireland average and generate £1.1bn
additional GVA to the economy.
A City Deal is critical to unlocking the key economic projects within our
Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan.

Inclusive Growth

Through a City Growth Deal we will unlock the economic potential
of the region by:
•

connecting our towns and cities;

•

increasing our competitiveness by investing and growing our
economic innovation assets whilst tackling major barriers to
productivity and growth; and

•

by being cohesive – by pooling and maximising our resources
through a strong partnership,

to catalyse inclusive sustainable regional growth to contribute more
to growing the national economy and to build economic resilience in
the Derry~Londonderry City Region.
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INNOVATION

ENABLING
INFRASTRUCTURE
& REGENERATION

PRIVATE SECTOR
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Outline Bid Proposal
This Outline Bid Proposal sets out our ambition of how a
partnership with Government will contribute to national growth
in the Derry~Londonderry City Region and Northern Ireland. As
the ‘Capital of the North West’ we welcome the Chancellor's
invitation to submit our bid for Government to partner with us
to unlock our investment opportunities to catalyse our growth
to deliver on the priorities of the Inclusive Strategic Growth
Plan.

Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan Outcomes & Summary

We have identified the investment priorities with the greatest impact and have
independently and objectively tested and prioritised these opportunities with
the Ulster University Economic Policy Centre (UUEPC).
Investment in innovation is at the core of our proposal to grow our economy. Built
around the growth of our University and scaling up of our research and innovation
assets in: health and life sciences; personalised medicine; cognitive analytics and
artificial intelligence; robotics; advanced manufacturing; virtual and augmented
reality, immersive tourism; and hybrid learning, we will ensure that our City Region
is positioned to maximise the opportunities of the 4th industrial age.
Investment in our digital infrastructure is critical to leveraging and the scaling
up our innovation assets and to creating the conditions for growing our private
sector into the future.
Investment in our enabling infrastructure and the regeneration of our City and
Town centres, central riverfront and A2 road economic corridor will remove
existing barriers to growth currently constraining the development of our key
strategic sites. It will provide the foundations and physical space we need to
grow our University and increase our innovation footprint whilst leveraging
significant private sector investment opportunities.
Investment in regional infrastructure through the major road upgrades of the A5
and A6 will ensure that our businesses are not hindered by weak uncompetitive
regional infrastructure to unlock growth in our City Region and across
Northern Ireland.
5
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Derry City & Strabane District Council

Our City Region

Derry City and Strabane District Council area
comprises the second largest city in Northern
Ireland and the fourth largest city on the Island
of Ireland. Derry~Londonderry is the ‘Capital
of the North West’ at the heart of the only
functional economic City Region of its scale in
the UK which straddles a significant national
jurisdictional border into Donegal in the
Republic of Ireland.

a City with an urban
population in excess of
a City Region serving over

350,000
people

Having a foothold in the EU, Ireland and the UK,
Our City Region serves 350,000 people across
its wider region and has an urban population of
100,000 people.

Regional Impact…
a Council area
serving a population of

150,140
covering an area of

1,245km2
8

Building the regional
role of a city is often
a key element of what
makes regeneration
succeed.
OECD, p52 Delivering
Local Development in
Derry~Londonderry,
Northern Ireland

100,000
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The Role of Anchors in the
eco-system of City Regions
Located in the city are a number of important regional “anchors”.
Anchors are institutions, such as our University, our hospital, our cultural
institutions, government and large businesses that combine expertise,
employment and purchasing power to enable, not just the City, but the
entire region to thrive and grow. They provide a solid and attractive
base for new investment and growth. Our regional City is a university
City and has Northern Ireland’s second largest acute hospital, which
includes the only cross-border oncology service on this island.
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2
1.39%
Ratesbase
2017/18

Derry City & Strabane District Council

Our Recent Successes
9%
JOBS
2011/15

43.8%
CLAIMANTS
2013/18

Unemployment
has fallen and our
economy is growing
1.18 % & 1.6% growth in
domestic & non-domestic rate
base respectively in 2017/18,
indicating that our business &
residential sectors are seeing
degrees of growth.
Jobs increased 6.3%
from 2011-2015

2011: 50,469
2016: 54,986
There was a 43.8% decrease in
claimants between April 2013
to April 2018.
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We are

young
In 2016 22%

were aged

under 16
Our population
has increased by

4%
between 2001 & 2016.

34% are under
the age of 25

Belfast

Donegal

Strabane

Dublin

We are one of the most
youthful City Regions in
Ireland, the UK and Europe.

We are projected to need

12,000
Additional households between

now & 2037.

We are becoming healthier.
Life expectancy at birth has improved over the past decade

Males up
3.3 years

Derry

Letterkenny

Females up
2.7 years

from 2001/03 to 2014/16.

We lead…
we collaborate…
Through the NW Strategic Growth
Partnership endorsed by the Government
in the Fresh Start Agreement, we lead and
collaborate with Donegal County Council.

We are
learning and
improving
The % of school leavers who have achieved at
least 5 GCSE Grades A*-C incl. Maths & English
has increased (76.4% in 2013/14 to 82.3% in
2016/2017).
The % of school leavers who have achieved at
least 2+ A-levels increased (55.5% in 2013/14 to
58.4% in 2016/17).
NI has the best performing education system for
primary mathematics in Europe and the 6th best
in the world (according to a major US survey)
We are consistently the top performing region
of the UK at GCSE and A-level examinations.
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We are
innovating…
Ulster University (UU) is one of the
top ten entrepreneurial universities in
the UK. £42m is invested in research
and innovation programmes each
year.

We are more
attractive
to visit…
Following the success of hosting the
inaugural UK City of Culture in 2013
the Council area has experienced:

Increase in overnights spent

12.2%

Ulster University is ranked in the

top 3%

of universities
in the world.

Ulster University, at its Magee
campus in the city, is developing
a new medical school. Existing
specialisms include computing
and engineering, stratified
medicine, cognitive analytics and
nursing. In the UK wide University
Research Evaluation Framework
(REF) the Biomedical Sciences
Research Institute based at the
Clinical Translational Research and
Innovation Centre (C-Tric) was
ranked second. The North West
Regional College supports over
20,000 students and has spent over
£20m in upgrading and improving
its campuses.

increase

Expenditure

27.2%

increase between 2014 and 2016.

The number of hotel rooms sold
has increased by

39%

(2012-2017)
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Derry City & Strabane District Council

Our Remaining Challenges

Derry City and Strabane District has clearly
made significant progress - but it is also
important to recognise the scale of some of the
challenges that the area continues to face.

At

37%

While in recent years we have witnessed substantial growth in
employment and correspondingly lower rates of economic inactivity,
these have not been substantial enough to fully ameliorate the historic
and existing long-term rate of unemployment, in particular amongst
young people.
Our labour force faces the twin challenges of high rates of
unemployment and of economic inactivity.
In April 2018 4,420 (4.6%) people (aged 16-64) in the Council area
were registered on the Job Seekers Claimant Count. The equivalent
for Northern Ireland was 2.5%.

In April 2018,

37%
of those aged under 25 were claiming benefits for
12 months or more (NI average of 22%).
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Derry City and Strabane
District has a higher
percentage of economically
inactive people (those
who are looking after a
home/family; students; or
retired) aged between
16 - 64 year olds than the
NI average (27%), the
highest in the UK.
).

The most recent
Census, in 2011,
recorded

33%

of these as being economically
inactive as result of disability
or long term illness.
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A much larger private sector is needed to increase local wealth levels,
reduce dependency on external funding (be that EU, welfare payments
or other forms of transfer) and drive prosperity. There is an overreliance on the public sector for employment opportunities due to the
decline of many traditional industries and the outflow of local talent.

In 2017 the gross median full-time annual
pay for those living (£22,906) / working
(£24,063) in Derry City and Strabane District
was lower than the NI average (£25,999).

Over the next 20 years the City and District will experience a significant
shift in the age profile of the population. By the end of this period, our
region is projected to have nearly 5,000 fewer children aged under 16
with an increase in those of retirement age of around 14,000.
If this proves to be the case then it would pose significant challenges
both in terms of the labour market with the working age population
falling dramatically, coincident with a rapid rise in the numbers in the
older age groups. Any plan of action needs to address this issue.
PROJECTED POPULATION CHANGE WITHIN AGE BANDS 2016 - 2041

+63%

Absence of A6 & A5 motorway/
dual carriageway links
between Derry & Belfast and Derry & Dublin continues
to accentuate uncompetitive travel times and the
peripherality of the City and Region. Clear infrastructural
deficit with lower than average uptake of public transport.

0-15

16-24

-15%

-14%

25-44

-17%

45-64

-11%

65+

Whilst the health trends for the Council area are moving in the same
positive direction as that for Northern Ireland as a whole, generally
our residents suffer from higher levels of health inequalities. This is a
situation that is further exacerbated for those living in our most deprived
areas - both within our high density urban areas and our rural areas.
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Section 3

Our remaining challenges

Brexit
Our unique position as a City Region bisected by an international
border post-Brexit raises many issues about the delivery and
impact of the Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan.
At present, while the exact nature of the UK exit from the EU
remains unknown, it is still possible to explore the likely scenarios.
In relation to this, UUEPC reviewed the potential impact of Brexit on
the Council area in the Summer of 2017.
UUEPC* modelled two scenarios – a relatively benign Brexit with an
orderly exit from the EU and a ‘no deal’ exit with no agreement.
In the North West City Region a Brexit with any restrictions on
trade and access to services would impact on the rates of economic
growth and ultimately employment while any increased access to
third markets might be expected to increase employment.
UUEPC have estimated that an exit with an orderly transition period
and agreement on trade and services would see an additional
1,259 jobs from the existing base job level in 2017 by 2027. A no
deal Brexit is estimated to result in 1,181 fewer jobs. Given that the
existing (steady state no intervention) growth forecast is for an
additional 1,000 jobs (2017-2027), then the magnitude of the Brexit
impact is clear.
*Initial Analysis of the Challenges and Opportunities of Brexit for the Derry City & Strabane District and
Donegal County Council areas – The North West City Region, UUEPC, February 2017.
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Brexit…
As one of the few City Regions within Europe
that will potentially now see an EU/non-EU
international frontier cut across it, Derry faces
particular challenges from Brexit.
PwC, Good Growth for Cities, Nov. 2017

In determining whether our growth priorities represent an
appropriate response to Brexit, the key actions within the City
Growth Deal have been tested on their ability to both mitigate
the impact of Brexit and improve the competitive position of the
Region for all eventualities.
The analysis shows that our growth priorities contain the key
strategic economic interventions to drive growth forward and, as
such, provide a well-targeted, tested response to the challenge
of Brexit. These actions which focus on investment in innovation,
education and skills and enabling infrastructure all contribute
to mitigate Brexit and promote growth. Given the geographical
position of the North West City Region (see PwC quote above)
this twin focus is designed to ensure that the City Deal presents an
approach to the future which balances opportunities and risks.
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So, the challenge is to reduce
if not remove these barriers in
order to:
• Increase GVA
• Increase the total number
of jobs
• Reduce long term
unemployment
• Increase the median salary
• M
 itigate the challenges of
Brexit and exploit potential
opportunities

19
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Derry City & Strabane District Council

Our New Approach & Outcomes

Our Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan
Since the creation of the new Derry City and Strabane District
Council in April 2015 our priority has been the development of our
Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan (Nov. 2017).
Aligned to the Programme for Government, UK Industrial Strategy
and draft NI Industrial Strategy the Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan
is the result of an extensive co-design process with our partners:
the people of the region, our communities, Government and
business, all working towards a set of new outcomes – we are
ready.
We know the challenges that are constraining the growth of
this unique City Region, and we are clear that, regardless of the
broader context, the benefits of addressing these challenges with
a clear focus on the opportunities of the 4th industrial age through
targeted investment are substantial and transformative.
We have identified the priorities with the greatest impact on job
and wealth creation for sustainable growth through investment
in: our innovation assets and digital infrastructure; our enabling
infrastructure and key strategic regeneration sites and economic
assets; and regional infrastructure.

*Derry City & Srtabane Distrcit Council – City Region Growth Deal – Capital forecasting and analysis,
UUEPC, December 2017
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During the process we have independently and objectively tested
and prioritised our investment opportunities. Our approach is
evidence based and founded on strong governance. The Ulster
University Economic Policy Centre (UUEPC*) has tested the
impacts and economic forecast of our investment priorities, and
their interdependencies and risks. The risks of inaction are further
evidenced by our Initial Analysis of the Challenges & Opportunities
of Brexit for the Derry~Londonderry City Region and Donegal
County Council areas (Feb. 2017).
We are only at the beginning of a significant and ambitious longterm, collaborative process aimed at building economic resilience
and improving the lives of our citizens and driving inclusive,
sustainable local, regional and national growth and prosperity.
We welcome Government's commitment to partner with us to
deliver the transformative growth required.

Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan impacts by 2032

10,000
£96m

additional
people*

15,100

of additional
tax revenue

£3.4bn

Reduce Inactivity
levels to below the
NI average by

additional
jobs

of capital
expenditure

2025

£1.16bn
additional
GVA

£203m
in net
additional
wages

Reduce the
unemployment
rate to below
the Northern
Ireland average of

2.6%

*An ongoing review by DCSDC on the specific impact of significant University expansion on
cities, including Lincoln in the UK and Limerick in the Republic of Ireland has indicated that this
UUEPC forecast of 6,800 could be conservative and as such DCSDC has amended the figure for
additional people with ongoing analysis.
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Section 4

Our New Approach & Outcomes

Interdependence of Investment Priorities
It is critical to understand the interconnected nature of the catalyst
investment priorties. They must be delivered sequentially if we are to
fully deliver on the outcomes outlined.

Benefit Savings & Revenue Generated Annual Impacts (£m)

Thus, UUEPC tested the impact of the removal of these key projects
(University expansion and associated town centre regeneration, A5 and
A6 upgrade). In this “intermediate scenario”, UUEPC* reported that GVA
could be £300m lower than the full delivery scenario and employment
would be approximately 50% lower. Unemployment and economic
inactivity would remain above the Northern Ireland average if the
critical catalyst projects are not completed.

The benefits of achieving the NI average for economic inactivity
and unemployment are substantial and transformative…
Cumulative Benefit Savings by 2017-32

Cumulative Revenue Generating 2017-32

Unemployment & Economic Inactivity
Cumulative Benefit
Savings 2017-32

£348m

Tax & PAYE
Cumulative Revenue
Generating 2017-32
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£424m

£26m
per annum
by 2032
£43m
per annum
by 2032

£34.8m

Millions

Furthermore, in line with the approach conducted by Joseph Rowntree
Foundation on measuring the impacts of reducing unemployment and
economic inactivity to the Northern Ireland average we commissioned
UUEPC to review the Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan impacts on these
key metrics. UUEPC concluded that this would result in “a cumulative
improvement in public finances over the period 2017-2032 of £348m
in benefit savings and £424m of additional tax revenue and National
Insurance Contributions” (UUEPC**).

£42.7m

£25.8m
£21.2m

£26.1m

£22m

£7.5m
£2.4m

2017

2022

2027

2032

Benefit reduction (Unemployment & Inactivity)
Revenue Generating (PAYE & NI Employee)

* Derry City & Strabane District Council Community Plan Capital Expenditure forecasting and analysis,
UUEPC, October 2016.
** Derry City & Strabane District Council Community Plan benefits and revenue impacts, UUPEC, June 2017.
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Alignment and Contribution to Strategic Economic Growth Priorities
UK Industrial Strategy
‘…to improve living standards and economic growth by increasing productivity and driving growth across the whole country’

Draft
Industrial
Strategy
for NI
Economy
2030
‘…a globally
competitive
economy
that works
for everyone'

Investing
in science,
research &
innovation

Developing
Skills

Upgrading
infrastructure

Supporting
business to
start & grow

Encouraging
trade &
investment

Cultivating
world leading
sectors

Driving growth
across the
whole country

We are an
innovative,
creative
society, where
people can
fulfil their
potential

We give our
children and
young people
the best start
in life

We connect
people and
opportunities
through our
infrastructure

We prosper
through
a strong,
competitive,
regionally
balanced
economy

We have
created a place
where people
want to live
and work, to
visit and invest

We have more
people working
in better jobs

We have a more
equal society

Accelerating
innovation &
research
Enhancing
education, skills
& employability
Driving inclusive,
sustainable
Growth
Succeeding in
global markets
Building the
best economic
infrastructure

Draft Programme for Government Framework 2016-2021
‘Improving wellbeing for all – by tackling disadvantage, and driving economic growth’
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Section 4

Our New Approach & Outcomes

Investment Priorities & Impact Analysis
Our City Region has seen significant change during the last decade with large
scale investment in the public realm – particularly along the riverfront and city
centre. This investment has been accompanied by increased public spending in
our health and education estates.
The private sector is also playing its part with five new hotels in development
and the planned expansion of our Science Park alongside ambitious plans for the
former Ebrington military site.
This investment is beginning to pay clear dividends with reductions in the levels
of unemployment alongside substantial increases in employment within tourism,
information technology and other sectors. The North West hosts one of only
two nano-technology plants on this island and Project Kelvin provides one of the
fastest digital links to North America available throughout Europe.
Within the Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan (SGP) we have set out our clear vision
for the City district from 2017 to 2032, with the expansion of our University at
its core. There are plans for the development of a Graduate Medical School,
investment in Clinical Translational Research and Innovation Centre (CTRIC), the
Cognitive Analytics Research Laboratory (CARL) and the evolving Centre for
Advanced Manufacturing.
With the private and public sector collaborative framework now in place Derry
City and Strabane District Council is ready to play its part in the successful
delivery of this plan by ringfencing and prioritising capital investment in its
medium term financial plan to further pump prime the City Region.
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Our Growth Priorities - Analysis & Prioritisation
Our investment priorities were identified following an extensive dialogue and co-design process with our partners and residents. The diagram below
shows the critical analytical path followed to identify and prioritise those projects with the greatest catalytic impact to deliver growth through inclusive
job and wealth creation.

Programme
for
Government

UK
Industrial
Strategy

Draft NI
Industrial
Strategy

Strategic
Growth
Plan

The SGP is the
result of an
extensive
co-design
process with
our partners
and residents.

Evidenced
based
analysis

We have
identified the
challenges that
constrain our
growth.

Selection

We identified
and prioritised
those
investment
priorities with
the greatest
impact on
inclusive jobs
and wealth
creation to
unlock and
catalyse
sustainable
inclusive
growth and
build economic
resilience to
deliver on
Government's
priorities.

Critical
Catalyst
Projects

We tasked the
Ulster University
Economic
Policy Centre*
to model
and test
our projects
through their
Economic
Model.

City
Deal

Delivery of the
critical catalyst
projects that
will deliver
substantial and
transformative
growth.

* Derry City & Srtabane Distrcit Council – City Region Growth Deal –
Capital forecasting and analysis, UUEPC, December 2017
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Derry City & Strabane District Council

Our Proposition

Our Vision is a thriving prosperous and sustainable City and district with equality of opportunity for all.
Our Outline Bid proposal identifies three
key areas of investment that are required to
increase GVA, create sustainable jobs and
improve our productivity and connectivity.
Innovation and Digital
A key outcome within our Inclusive Strategic Growth
Plan is that “we prosper through a strong and
sustainable and competitive economy”.
Our vision is for an open innovation eco-system reflective of our values of community, inclusiveness
and creativity - focused on sustainable digital
transformation and productivity improvements of
target economic sectors by developing key research
strengths, and the digital skills of all our citizens.
“Evidence shows that innovation drives productivity
and that interventions work best when they
support existing strengths and collaborations … our
universities and colleges are central to world class
innovation clusters.” (UK Industrial Strategy)
Investment in innovation is at the core of our
proposal to grow the economy. Built around
the growth of our University and scaling up our
research and innovation assets in areas including
health and life sciences; personalised medicine;
cognitive analytics and artificial intelligence; robotics;
advanced manufacturing; virtual and augmented
reality; tourism; and hybrid learning, we will ensure
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that our city and region is positioned to maximise
the benefits and opportunities of Industry 4.0.
The UK Industrial Strategy also recognizes that
“the world is becoming increasingly digitalised
and digital connectivity has rapidly become an
essential requirement for the way people live and
do business”. Investment in our digital infrastructure
including our rural and urban broadband is critical
to leveraging the scaling up of our innovation assets
and to create the conditions for growing our private
sector into the future.
This will enable us “to become the economy that we
want to be”.

Enabling Infrastructure and Regeneration
Investment in our enabling infrastructure and
regeneration of our City and Town centres, central
riverfront and transport infrastructure will remove
existing barriers to growth currently constraining
the development of our key strategic sites. It will
provide the foundations and space we need to grow
our University and increase our innovation footprint
whilst leveraging the significant private sector
investment opportunities.
Skills are recognized as a key driver for the economy
and productivity. As the economy grows and adapts
with technological change, we want to ensure
that people at all stages of life have the necessary

skills to access sustainable employment, and
progress in work. Investment in Skills Pathways and
Employability will create the inclusive conditions
required for our citizens to take advantage of the
opportunities that growth will bring whilst also
helping our businesses to innovate and grow.
Investment in regional infrastructure through the
major roads upgrades of the A5 and A6 will ensure
that our businesses are not hindered by weak
uncompetitive regional infrastructure and the growth
potential of the City Region is unlocked.
“Infrastructure is the essential underpinning of
our lives and work, and having modern accessible
infrastructure throughout the country is essential to
future growth and prosperity.” (UK Industrial Strategy)

Private Sector
Our Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan has been
informed by an extensive period of engagement
with our citizens, organisations, local businesses and
investors. Public sector investment in the catalyst
projects identified in our outline bid proposal will
generate substantial leveraged investment from the
private sector and other sources.
Our Outline Bid Proposal will deliver on our ambition
of inclusive growth and through a community
benefits approach we will ensure that no one gets
left behind.

Outline Bid Proposal | September 2018

Delivering Inclusive Growth
JOBS

GVA

PEOPLE

DIGITAL
Artificial
Intelligence

Health &
Life Sciences

INNOVATION

Hybrid
Learning
Advanced
Manufacturing

Robotics

Public Sector
Strategic Sites

Cognitive
Analytics
Personalised
Medicine

NW
Enterprise Zone

PRIVATE SECTOR

Virtual &
Augmented
Reality

Local Development
Plan

Other
development sites

DIGITAL

ENABLING INFRASTRUCTURE & REGENERATION
A2 Economic
Corridor

Airport

Foyle
Port

Central Riverfront
Regeneration
( Incl. Iconic Tourism Attractor)

Investment
in Skills

Strabane Town
Centre Regeneration

Templemore
Health & Wellness
Centre

REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE
A6 Major Road Upgrade

A5 Major Road Upgrade
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Section 5

Our Proposition

Our Investment Priorities
Innovation and Digital
A City Deal for the Derry~Londonderry
City Region provides the partnership
intervention with Government and
neccessary strategically focused local
investment to create the required
step-change in the economic fortunes
of the North West economic region
and Northern Ireland.
Central to the transformation of our
City Region are the following critical
investment priorities set out overleaf.

• Innovation and Digital
• Enabling Infrastructure & Regeneration
• Private Sector
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Impact of universities…
On average, doubling
the number of
universities in a region
increases that region’s
subsequent income by
over four per cent.
There are also spill over
effects to other regions
in the same country,
creating a growth
multiplier.
Valero and Reenan, LSE,
Centre for Economic
Progress, 2016

Expansion of Ulster
University & NW
Regional College

Approval of the Business Case
and investment to grow the
Ulster University in Derry to
9,400 students and the North
West Regional College to
unlock innovation and growth
in the areas of: health and life
sciences; precision medicine;
medical sciences; including
delivery of the new NI Graduate
Entry Medical School; advanced
manufacturing and technology;
intelligent biology and
neuroscience based systems;
cognitive analytics and artificial
intelligence.
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Investment Priorities
Innovation and Digital
NI Graduate Entry
Medical School
(NIGEMS)
Complementary to both
the Clinical Translational
Research & Innovation
Centre (CTRIC) and
the Cognitive Analytics
Research Laboratory (CARL)
will be the establishment of
a NI Graduate Entry Medical
School in the North West at
the Magee Campus.
In tandem with producing
GPs for the NW Region this
will provide a test-bed for
the development of key
technologies in a clinical/
academic setting. Thus
C-TRIC will exploit the
opportunity that a GEMS
school provides to facilitate
research in the field of
genomics and the use of
Cognitive Analytics and
‘Expert Systems’ in the
area of general healthcare.

Clinical Translational Research and Innovation Centre
(C-TRIC)

Cognitive Analytics
Research Laboratory (CARL)

Expansion of a long established Personalised Medicine Centre
of Excellence focusing on the power of Whole Genomic
Sequencing (WGS) in common long term medical conditions.
C-TRIC will build on existing strength as a non-for profit
Contract Research Organisation, and bio-incubation space
for Life and Health Science companies of any size. C-TRIC will
further expand (C-TRIC Altnagelvin) and a new C-TRIC Primary
Care at Strand Rd Magee, further developing partnerships
with companies including Genomics Medicine Ireland in a
large scale WGS project for up to 10% of the Northern Ireland
population. C-TRIC will further develop on existing strength
as an enabler for multidisciplinary cross-sectoral integration
between Academia, Business, and Clinicians.

The Cognitive Analytics Research Laboratory
(CARL) is a transformational new cutting
edge applied research centre that brings
together businesses, government and
advanced applied research expertise. CARL is unique
in that it is conceived and built from the ground up
through collaborative consultation with our industry and
civic stakeholders with a strong focus on economic and
societal impact. Through the establishment of CARL,
as Northern Ireland’s first data analytics institute, this
project will provide the region with a world-leading
research and innovation centre which is rooted in the
growth area of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The overall
aim of CARL is to leverage Ulster’s globally significant
position of strength in bio-inspired AI / Machine Learning
(ML) / Data Analytics and apply this expertise to real
world application areas and Grand Challenges defined by
industry partners across multiple sectors.

New initiatives within C-TRIC will see the development of
RIQUII (Research and Innovation in Quality Improvement
Institute) and MedPHIT (Medical Procedure Human Interface
Technology Lab). RIQUII will focus on developing, testing and
adopting innovative digital solutions, aiming to change the way
in which healthcare is provided. MedPHIT will innovate in the
training of doctors and healthcare workers in interventional
medical procedures in combination with the safe development,
deployment and implementation of new and evolving
interventional medical procedures and medical devices. C-TRIC
will uniquely seek ‘buy in’ from patients by developing a
Community Healthcare Credit Union Company.

The UK Government’s Industrial Strategy 2017 lists AI
and Data Economy as one of the 4 Grand Challenges.
This emergence of AI and Data Analytics presents
the Northern Ireland economy with both enormous
challenges and enormous opportunities which CARL is
uniquely positioned to exploit through the triple helix of
academic / industry / government collaboration.
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Innovation and Digital
Centre for Industry Digitalisation, Robotics
and Automation (CIDRA)
Industry-led concept
in partnership with
Ulster University for the
establishment of an Industrial
Digitalisation, Robotics
and Automation facility,
incorporating internationally- leading R&D. CIDRA
will be a support facility for Northern Ireland
businesses, focused on research, development
and demonstration of the integration of five key
technologies (artificial Intelligence, industrial
digitalisation, robotics, automation and the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), which are
crucial for innovation and economic growth. The
Centre will encompass flexible, reconfigurable
demonstration test-beds to encourage and support
uptake of industrial digitalization technologies,
applied across the breadth of industry and
commerce, and it builds on Ulster’s sustained
expertise in this field.
This project delivers on the Made Smarter Industrial
Digitalisation Review 2017 recommendations to put
in place an ‘effective ecosystem that will accelerate
the innovation and diffusion of Industrial Digital
Technologies’ preparing for the 4th Industrial
Revolution which is now emergent globally.
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Industrial Creativity Institute

Virtual and Augmented Reality Centre (VARC)

Unique partnership between
Business Development, Artificial
Intelligence and Data and
Cognitive Analytics to exploit the
synergies that ‘hybridity’ brings to
business environment and learning
involving Harvard, DUFE (Dalian
China), Jefferson University
Philadelphia and Ulster University.

The Virtual and Augmented Reality sector is a
young and emerging sector which is estimated to
be worth $108 billion by 2021. It is transforming
how citizens and businesses access and interact
with digital information and is likely to impact on
all sectors of our wider economy. The Virtual and
Augmented Reality Centre (VARC) located at the
North West Regional College (NWRC) will build
on the City Region’s strength within the creative
and cultural sectors and exploit the disruptive
potential of the industry across all sectors locally
and regionally. Working with start-ups and SMEs
across the city and region and through a multidisciplinary team of specialists the centre will
explore the development and application of
virtual and augmented reality throughout a range
of innovative applications including collaborative
design, advanced
manufacturing and
engineering, development
of immersive experiences
for tourism and live
events, architecture and
urban design, education
and training particularly
in health and a range of
other new areas.

Preparedness for Industry 4.0
requires transdisciplinary and
hybrid thinking by business
and this proposal will be at the
forefront of such thinking.
It will focus on proving solutions
for Northern Ireland business on
a bespoke basis through Ulster
University and its partners.
In essence, it will provide the
necessary thinking to underpin the
competitive business environment
that Industry 4.0 represents.

Outline Bid Proposal | September 2018

Investment Priorities
Innovation and Digital
Innovation Station

Digital Framework

Our Future Foyle

A partnership between NWRC and
Ulster University, the Innovation
Station proposes the creation of an
environment that nurtures and grows
early stage innovations through ideas
generation, experimentation, product
development and commercialisation
opportunities as well as providing
support and incubation facilities. Using
a transdisciplinary team approach
the centre will work with start up
companies and SMEs to assist them
through the innovation process. The
Innovation Station will form an integral
part of the city’s innovation architecture
supporting SMEs to develop, diffuse
and scale up innovation activities across
a range of sectors including advanced
manufacturing, engineering and health,
whilst also assisting SMEs with early
adoption of new technologies leading
to improved productivity and wider
economic growth. It will complement
other innovation proposals within our
City Deal including CIDRA, CARL,
and CTRIC acting as a feeder into
these as companies grow and develop
through innovation.

We are working closely with
our partners in the private
sector, further and higher
educational institutions as well
as the public sector to finalise
the Digital Framework for the
city~region.

Our Future Foyle is leading the way in social
resilience through urban design and animation
along the riverside. The proposed interventions
through art and technology innovation and
partnerships with high profile technology
partners and the Royal College of Art will inform
social change and civic betterment. It will play
a key role in developing the city’s new identity
and Eco System with strategic health and
economic benefits.

The aim of the Digital Framework will be to boost
our digital and technology sector and overcome
barriers to growth and innovation, thereby driving
up productivity and economic growth and creating
more high skilled and high value jobs. Through the
implementation of our Digital Framework we will
deliver first class next generation infrastructure,
including rural broadband, and grow our skills base
so that businesses and citizens can take advantage of
the opportunities the digital economy will create. Key
strands within the framework include:
•

Building SMART digital infrastructure and capacity;

•

Investing in skills thereby expanding our capabilities;

•

Growing the digital economy;

•

Digital Transformation of City Services; and

•

Assisting businesses embrace digital technologies
to improve their economic performance and
competitiveness.

Three key digital innovation projects for the
Outline Bid Proposal include:
• Foyle Bubbles – riverside spaces to stimulate
enterprise and job creation whilst embedding
artificial Intelligence through a technology
assistant within the public realm
• Faster Foyle – Promoting digital innovation
through social media and events interaction
• Foyle Reeds – the largest art installation in NI
and the most innovative suicide prevention
barrier providing global-learning for other
cities worldwide
• Foyle Experience – a series of creative and
innovative high profile artist installations that
will add to the residents’ and visitors’ experience
of the city whilst improving isolation and
connections across the river and city centre.
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Sustainable Technologies and Renewable Energy
Regeneration for a Smart, Sustainable, Sharing City
enhances the vision outlined in the Inclusive Strategic
Growth Plan to generate increased flexibility arising
from the growth in the Sharing Economy. The rise of
sharing schemes such as bicycle sharing schemes, the
space concepts around AirBnB and ShareDesk, peerto-peer trading of energy from domestic to industrial
scale, transport and logistics matching providers and consumers are
all examples of a sharing economy. Such examples have significant
impacts on both the planning and design of our regenerated spaces
and the size, scale and type of infrastructure a regenerated city needs
to consider for flexibility and resilience in the face of future policies
and policy indications such as the decarbonisation of vehicle transport
(electric vehicles, biofuels, biohydrogen etc) and its impact on the
volumes and types of vehicles that may enter the city when considered
within the context of a Sharing Economy. Therefore, a new concept
of “Sharing Economy Architecture” will be used to facilitate energy,
transport and space as a precursor to the broader opportunities arising
from learning (Massive Open Online Courses), finance (e.g. Kickstarter),
health (through online medical assessments and prescriptions),
goods and services (e.g. eBay, TaskRabbit) and food (e.g. VizEat). This
must also build upon existing heritage and also be people centred,
incorporating citizens needs and desires. Finally, it must support direct
commercial development through the design and implementation
of areas/developments/business parks utilising localised energy
production, distribution and storage for industrial, commercial and
domestic applications.
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Investment Priorities
Enabling Infrastructure & Regeneration
Investment in skills and pathways to employment
We will invest in creating the
inclusive conditions required for
our citizens to take advantage
of the opportunities growth will
bring. We will create pathways
to bring those most distant from the workplace into
employment and business. We envisage developing
an eco-system that will support individual pathways to
employment through the development of a suite of
innovative initiatives, including:
• Apprenticeship and Skills Hub
• Skills Growth Fund
• Youth Investment Programme
• Intermediate Labour Market Programme
• Integrated Work & Health Programme
• Skills Academies – employer led & sectorally focused
• Future Skills Advisory Panel
• UNESCO Learning City Region
all underpinned by the inclusion of Social Clauses to all
public capital and revenue expenditure projects through
a job brokerage model.
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Apprenticeship and Skills hub
The proposal will create a one stop shop
for targeted investment in apprenticeships
and skills focused on key sectors such as
digital/IT and advanced manufacturing and
will provide integrated intensive support
for individuals who are unemployed or
economically inactive along with training,
career guidance and job advice. This will
ensure that the right skills are in place to
drive economic growth, improve regional
productivity and help people to access
employment opportunities.

Youth Investment Programme
The Youth Investment Programme is
targeted at vulnerable young people from
areas of high deprivation who are at risk
of falling into the economically inactive
category. It is a collaborative proposal
working with a range of partners from
mental health, youth services, education and
the private sector and will provide holistic
and integrated support to help young
people re-engage with education, learning
or employment. It will improve the skills and

employability levels of young people with
low levels of attainment.

Workforce Development Fund
The focus of the Workforce Development
Fund/Skills Growth Bank will be primarily on
upskilling the existing workforce to facilitate
innovation within industry, particularly given
the growth of automation, the pace of
technological change and the impact that
this will potentially have on lower skilled
workers. It is proposed that existing skills
funds will be utilised to create a flexible
Workforce Development Fund.
The City Deal seeks to explore the
potential to devolve the power to utilise
Apprenticeship levy funds to provide a
Flexible Workforce Development Fund/
Skills Growth Bank to local councils. This
will ensure that employers’ needs are met
at a local level and that Northern Ireland no
longer misses out on the opportunity that
the Apprenticeship Levy presents. The City
Growth Deal provides an opportunity for
the City Region to pilot such an initiative.

Outline Bid Proposal | September 2018

Investment Priorities
Enabling Infrastructure & Regeneration
Intermediate Labour Market
Programme
The Intermediate Labour Market
programme is aimed at improving the
employability of people who are long
term unemployed through the provision
of a paid work placement (12 months).
The programme will provide early
intervention to support people into
employment and reduce their risk of
falling further from the labour market or
becoming economically inactive / long
term economically inactive.
The programme will deliver paid
work experience for a period of six to
twelve months and will be augmented
with training, qualifications, personal
development, employment support and
job search activities which is individual
to the client. This model of support has
a proven track record of success with
employment rates of up to 70% having
been achieved utilising private sector
and social enterprise placements. This is
a key project to help the Council deliver
on its aspiration of inclusive growth.

Integrated Work and Health Programme

Skills Academies

The city and district experiences
persistently high levels of economic
inactivity compared to other council
areas across NI and in comparison
to other regions across the UK. An
integrated health and wellbeing
employability model is proposed which
is designed to intervene early so as to
prevent long-term unemployment and
to assist people who are economically
inactive and in receipt of Employment Support Allowance (ESA)
to better manage and overcome health and wellbeing issues and
get back to work as part of an employability model.

Skills academies will be created
across a range of growth sectors
(e.g. IT, Digital, advanced
manufacturing, engineering,
tourism and hospitality) in
conjunction with industry led
sector specific working groups,
of which a number are already
in place. The skills academies
will provide an agile and flexible
response to industry needs in
specific skills areas at a range of
qualification levels.

The project proposes an innovative partnership approach across
sectors that will support the integration of existing employment,
health and well-being services whilst recognising first and
foremost that employment aids recovery. The project will address
wider barriers that limit engagement with the labour market, a
differential approach that takes account of the varying needs
and employment barriers (e.g. physical/mental health issues;
lack of key skills; childcare requirements; transportation) of the
target groups will be required in a structured and unstructured
environment increasing the participants’ confidence, self-esteem
and aspirations whilst gaining hands on practical skills, work
experience and accredited qualifications.

The creation of industry led
skills academies will enable
local companies to grow their
businesses, enhance the skills
base of their workforce, increase
productivity and competitiveness,
be responsive to technological
changes driven by Industry 4.0
and create new jobs.
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Future Skills Advisory Panels

UNESCO Learning City Region

Future skills are defined
as those skills required
for the future economy,
which is rapidly
changing due to the
pace of technological
developments. These
advances including
automation are already
impacting on skills and workers in certain
occupations and as a City Region it is vital
that we monitor future trends and provide
opportunities for reskilling and upskilling
so as to address these challenges. The
establishment of an employer led regional
Future Skills Advisory Panel will ensure that
our skills provision is aligned to the needs of
industry now and into the future. The work
of the Future Skills Advisory Panel will be
closely aligned to the Skills Academies.

Underpinning all the actions, the Council
will bid for UNESCO Learning City & Region
status. The Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan
has specifically identified the action: “to work
towards securing UNESCO Learning City
and Region status, promote and accelerate
the practice of life-long learning, develop
an active and inclusive learning culture from
early education in families, the workplace
and communities.” In partnership with its key
Education and Skills partners, the Council
will be submitting an application to become
a member of the UNESCO Global Network
of Learning Cities (GNLC) which supports
and improves the practice of lifelong learning
in the world’s cities by promoting policy
dialogue and peer learning among Member
Cities; forging links; fostering partnerships;
providing capacity development; and
developing instruments to encourage and
recognise progress made in building Learning
Cities. This will place Skills and Employability
at the heart of policy making in the City
Region.

Outline Bid Proposal | September 2018
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Enabling Infrastructure & Regeneration
Major Regeneration
Our regeneration programme
will provide the stimulus to
take forward the regeneration
and development of our city
and town centre by catalysing
the delivery of a number of
identified major regeneration
schemes and masterplans
in Derry and Strabane. It
will unlock the development
potential of key investment sites
in public ownership with the
potential to leverage significant
private sector investment. In
addition to a stimulus fund,
access to regeneration tools
and mechanisms and budgets
will be essential. The draft Local
Development Plan will provide
the clarity, confidence and policy
certainty necessary to rapidly
progress both public and private
sector investment. City Deal
Regeneration will focus along the
River Foyle, A2 Economic Corridor
and Strabane Town Centre.
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Central Riverfront Regeneration Project (CRRP)
The Central Riverfront is an
integrated public/private sector
programme of investment
which will deliver the physical,
economic, environmental and
social regeneration of the City's
currently underutilised banks of the
River Foyle.
Our vision is to shape an integrated
world class business, civic and
innovation district - an entire
innovation ecosystem — where
creatives, scientists, entrepreneurs,
investors, civic and corporate
partners — collaborate in unexpected
ways. The investment will transform
this area of the City to supply the
accommodation, services and break
out space which will be demanded
by Derry's new economic base.
At its heart it will include an
imaginatively designed Signature
Creative Experience – a gateway
for visitors to the city – located in a
pivotal position where the old city
will meet the new to surprising effect.

Through high quality public realm,
civic spaces and greenways, the
CRRP will provide the critical physical
link east-west between the historic
walled town on the west bank of
the river and its later extension
on the east bank and north-south
linking the core of the city with the
university, key green spaces and
residential areas on both sides of
the river. Infrastructure investments
will include a new river crossing,

state-of-the-art public transport
system and a radical redesign of road
infrastructure to maximise civic and
commercial space. This public sector
led enabling investment will create
the environment to attract multiple
tiers of private sector investment.
This exciting project will reconnect
the city with the river and
will become the key physical
manifestation of the City Deal.

Outline Bid Proposal | September 2018

Investment Priorities
Enabling Infrastructure & Regeneration
Major Tourism Project
The Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan
has identified the development of a
new major tourism attraction in the
City to catalyse tourism growth and
job creation. The Signature Creative
Experience, at the heart of the
Central Riverfront, will be housed
in a state of the art, responsively
designed landmark building. It will
invite visitors to embark on deeper
encounters with the life force of the
city. With its focus on the future,
it will not only nurture, celebrate
and showcase the kaleidoscope of
creativity this destination produces
in ways which will surprise yet
resonate with visitors, it will also
provide an environment where
creative inspiration and scientific
know-how will combine to produce
new ways of creating value in the
growing visitor and digital economy.
Importantly, the Signature Creative
Experience will be linked to other
investments designed to activate
the story of Derry~Londonderry –
bringing visitors on a journey which

traces the past, the present and
culminates in an exploration, within
this Creative Experience, of what
the future might hold.
Linked projects in this regard will
include a re-imagined Ebrington,
one of our key strategic city centre
sites, on the east bank of the river
which will activate the story of the
city’s long association with the river
as gateway to a wider world and,
on the west bank, a re-invigorated
Walled Town Experience where
a vital combination of history,
heritage and contemporary life will
provide visitors with a multilayered
journey from earliest times to the
present day.

Strabane Town Centre
Regeneration
The Canal Basin Regeneration
Project will integrate a major
health hub, further education
campus, leisure centre and Council
Office in the heart Strabane town
centre, providing the opportunity
for innovation through the link
between these public services.
The integration of the services will
enable collaboration that will ensure
that wellbeing and opportunity
for physical activity are directly
linked to medical health provision
and will enable the collaborative
development of key skills that are
required to deliver allied health
care and to provide leisure and
wellbeing services. The area has
suffered from high depravation,
poor health outcomes and high
unemployment and the provision of
these integrated services will enable
these issues to be addressed. The
Canal Basin Regeneration Project
will, in addition to the integration
of health, education and leisure,

transform the heart of the Town
Centre, an area which is at present
significantly underutilised and has
suffered from the development of
edge of town development. The
transformation of the site, through
the development of the buildings
required to provide these integrated
services, together with high quality
public realm, greenway connections
and enhanced civic space will
bring life into the Town Centre
and encourage private sector
investment, unlocking development
potential across the rest of the
Town, creating additional job
opportunities.
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Investment Priorities

A2 Economic Corridor Road
Upgrade & Fort George Site
Accelerate the upgrade to the
A2 in the City to unlock the
currently constrained economic
development along this key
commercial corridor and the full
development of the Fort George
strategic site.
The proposed scheme will
provide a four lane road between
Pennyburn roundabout and
Skeoge roundabout, a dual
carriageway between Skeoge
roundabout and Elagh Business
Park. It is a key catalyst proposal
within the City Deal as it will
unlock the development and
regeneration potential of a
number of key strategic sites
including Fort George therefore
creating the conditions for
job creation, increased GVA
and higher levels of footfall
within the city centre. This
proposal is fundamentally
linked to the Central Riverfront
regeneration proposal.
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City of Derry Airport (CODA)

Foyle Port

Development of
CODA with increased
air-travel capacity
through new route
development and
support, and the potential reduction
or abolishment of Air Passenger Duty.

Development of
Foyle Port’s assets
including the deep
water harbour and
largest potential port
land-bank in Britain
and Ireland, building
on opportunities
in renewable
energy, fastest data
connectivity through
Project Kelvin, tourism
and engineering.

City of Derry Airport (CoDA) plays,
and needs to continue to play, a
crucial role in securing accessible
and affordable air connectivity
for Derry~Londonderry and the
wider North West City Region.
In the absence of adequate road
infrastructure in the North West and
given the peripheral location of the
Derry~Londonderry City Region
the airport has played a key role in
maintaining connectivity with the rest
of the UK. The continued operation
of CODA in the interim is important
to ensure regional connectivity
is available to provide access to
markets so that businesses and
tourism can continue to grow and
drive up the economic performance
of the region.

Templemore Health & Wellness
Centre
The redevelopment of Templemore will
create an integrated health and wellness
centre which will be focused on providing
a comprehensive approach to good
health and well-being for the citizens
of Derry~Londonderry and its wider
region. The availability of a wide range
of programmes, superior facilities and
professional staff will ensure that there is
a holistic approach to facilitate lifestyle
improvement as well as improved health
outcomes.
As a high quality health and wellness
centre Templemore will be intrinsically
linked to the University in particular its
research and development facilities at
CTRIC and CARL which will ensure ease
of access to citizens for community health
research studies. The provision of high
quality facilities will support students and
will also help attract new students to the
city as well as international students.
With an increased emphasis on improved
health and social outcomes the centre will
also look at innovative ways of facilitating
this such as social prescribing.

Outline Bid Proposal | September 2018

Investment Priorities
Regional Infrastructure
Connected City Region
Investing in increasing our
international, regional and City
connectivity will ensure that
our businesses are not hindered
or constrained by weak
uncompetitive regional and city
infrastructure to unlock growth
in our City Region and across
Northern Ireland.

Commitment
to completion

Regional Critical
Enabling Infrastructure
A5 Western Transport Corridor Upgrade
Accelerated delivery of the upgrade to the A5 Western Transport Corridor roads will increase
critical regional connectivity to Dublin, increase the capacity of the main arterial road and improve
uncompetitive travel times.
A6 Derry to Belfast Road Upgrade

Commitment from Government
to the continued investment
in the critical regional and
city enabling infrastructure to
reduce uncompetitive travel
times will unlock growth and
ensure we are investment ready.

Accelerated delivery of the upgrade to the A6 Derry to Belfast road will increase critical regional
connectivity to Belfast, increase the capacity of the main arterial road and improve uncompetitive
travel times, including the delivery of the A6 road link from Drumahoe to the Caw roundabout to
further improve the connectivity and travel times to the City of Derry Airport and in the wider
NW region.
Rail
Reduced travel times and increased frequency of inter-city services to Belfast and through
timetabling to Dublin.
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Private Sector
Our Inclusive Strategic Growth Plan has been informed by an extensive period of engagement with our citizens, organisations, local businesses
and investors.
From this robust evidence base, our outline bid proposal focuses on transformative investment in innovation and digital projects along with the critical
enabling infrastructure and regeneration investment required to underpin and support these projects. This will create the conditions for our private sector to
grow and flourish.
Public sector investment in the catalyst projects identified in our outline bid proposal will generate substantial leveraged investment from the private
sector and other sources. Examples are as follows:• The innovation and digital projects within our proposal have been developed
in conjunction with private sector partners and will generate significant private
sector leverage.
• A primary focus of our Central Riverfront Regeneration proposal is to create
a world class physical and civic environment to facilitate the new innovation
developments, and to attract corporate investors and specialist employees
and their families who will work, live and play here. Regeneration investment
in the City has generated substantial leverage with the ongoing regeneration
of the Ebrington former military barracks site generating £4 of private sector
investment for each £1 of public sector investment.
• Development of a number of other key strategic sites will be dependent on the
City Deal proposition. In particular, the development of the A2 will unlock a
further 15 acres of prime development land on one of our key strategic public
sector sites along the riverfront as well as a number of private sector sites
along this key arterial route into Donegal.
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• Council is committed to using its extensive land portfolio within the
key strategic locations to facilitate private sector investment. A recent
assessment of the development value of Council owned strategic
riverfront sites has identified a gross development value of £200m.
• Our emerging Local Development Plan will provide the framework
for delivery and establish the planning parameters for the central
riverfront, learning zone and other key locations. Its policies and
detailed guidance will ensure fulfilment of the city deal vision, while
giving the investor market the clarity and confidence necessary to
rapidly progress development projects.

Outline Bid Proposal | September 2018

Investment Priorities
Private Sector
Inclusive Growth

University’s role as strategic partner with the private sector, and building on
existing capabilities and partnerships stimulate development of incubator or
‘grow-on’ space for small businesses in locations that encourage businesses
to interact with the University and to innovate; an advanced manufacturing
cluster; accelerate the development of Strabane Business Park; an Airport
development zone to support the development of and diversification at the
airport; accelerate the development of the Strategic site at Fort George.

INNOVATION

ENABLING
INFRASTRUCTURE
& REGENERATION

PRIVATE SECTOR

Alongside the critical investment in skills and pathways to employment
identified as critical enabling infrastructure, we propose the following
interventions:-

• Accelerating Success & Business Innovation Fund - We need to grow
the size of our economy whilst building up resilience to economic shocks.
We propose to do this by: investing in up-scaling our high priority growth
companies and accelerating the development of new and early start
enterprises; by investing in attracting new foreign direct investment (FDI)
opportunities and growing our existing FDI investor companies. Establishing
an Accelerating Success & Business Innovation Fund will support the growth
of our private sector through two targetted funding and financing vehicles:
-

The Growth Investment Fund will prioritise investment in high growth
potential enterprises and businesses focusing on proof of concept,
resilience, pathfinder and follow-on investments; and

-

The Invest NW FDI Fund will prioritise investment in attracting and
establishing new FDIs as well as investing to grow our exiisting FDIs in
research and innovation and new product development.

• Creation of an NW Enterprise Zone focused on the innovation sectors
identified within this outline bid proposal and to mitigate the challenges and
exploit the opportunities arising from Brexit. Potential opportunities include:
a University innovation zone linked to its expansion to strengthen the
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6

Derry City & Strabane District Council

Partnership & Collaboration

Partnership, collaboration and pooling of resources
A partnership, collaboration and pooling of resources with Government and additional
investment support to deliver upon our prioritised growth opportunities and achieve the
interdependent outcomes of our plan.
Critical to success is a cohesive partnership that understands the integrated and interdependent
nature of the plan with interlinking elements such as a fit for purpose regional and urban
roads network linking our transport hubs directly relates to the ability of workers to get to
employment using public transport.
Similarly, the expansion of Further and Higher Education is a precursor for jobs expansion. Firstly in
respect to the physical expansion of the university itself and job expansion which will be reliant on the
skills emanating from the expanded Ulster University and North West Regional College expansion.
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NI Executive and Local Government Powers and Functions
The Northern Executive already has with its powers a number of
devolved policy levers. We seek to explore what further opportunities
and incentives for investment we can create with Government by fully
utilising all of the economic development levers, to generate growth,
in addition to the potential reduction in corporation tax; such as
enterprise zones, rates relief, rates retention, and the review of the
level Air Passenger Duty on air travel.
Councils in Northern Ireland do not currently hold the key
regeneration powers essential for underpinning the level of physical
and economic development and regeneration required. We therefore
ask for access to the regeneration tools / mechanisms and budgets
required to deliver projects of the scale envisaged.

This would unlock or potentially accelerate the significant capital investment plans
across local government in Northern Ireland. An early opportunity to support
all NI Councils would be a small change to the mechanism of local government
borrowing. Under the current arrangements NI Councils, unlike our counterparts in
England, Scotland and Wales, do not borrow through the Public Works Loan Board
(PWLB) and are therefore not eligible for the Certainty Discount rate for capital
and infrastructure projects. Aligning NI Local Government borrowing with that of
our peers has the potential to create efficiencies in local government borrowing
by reducing the cost of borrowing thereby creating additional liquidity within local
budgets to finance capital investment.
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Derry City and
Strabane District Council
98 Strand Road
Derry
BT48 7NN

Tel: (028) 71 253 253
E: growthdeal@derrystrabane.com
Website: derrystrabane.com

47 Derry Road
Strabane
BT82 8DY

Find us on
Facebook derrycityandstrabanedistrictcouncil
Twitter @dcsdcouncil
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AGENDA ITEM 8.

Committee:
Date:
Agenda Item:
Officer presenting:
1

Strategic Growth Partnership
25 October 2018
Carnegie Trust Embedding Wellbeing in Northern Ireland
Strategic Business Manager

Purpose of Report/Recommendations

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Strategic Growth Partnership on the
Partnerships participation in the Carnegie UK Trust’s ‘Embedding Wellbeing in
Northern Ireland’ project.

1.2

It is recommended that members note the update in relation to the Partnerships
participation in the Carnegie UK Trust’s project and the ongoing collaboration with
the Trust in the co-design of a tailored offer of support.

2
2.1

Background
In April 2019 the Carnegie UK Trust sought Expressions of Interest (EoI) from the 11
NI Local Authority Community Planning Partnerships to participate in their
‘Embedding Wellbeing in Northern Ireland’ project. Following the submission of an
EoI on behalf of the Derry City and Strabane District (DCSDC) Strategic
Growth/Community Planning Partnership the Carnegie UK Trust issued
correspondence to council on 21st May confirming the successful participation of
the DCSDC Partnership together with two other NI Community Planning
Partnerships (Armagh, Banbridge & Craigavon; and, Lisburn and Castlereagh) in the
project.

2.2

The Trust is offering to provide effective and tailored support, including financial
(£350,000) and other in-kind support to these Community Planning Partnerships
over a three year period to implement a local wellbeing outcomes approach in the
implementation of their Community Plans.

2.3

In August the Trust’s Head of Policy together with the Chair of the Embedding
Wellbeing in Northern Ireland project Advisory Group visited the council area as
part of a two day study visit. The purpose of which was to meet with
representatives of the Community Planning Partnership/Strategic Growth
Partnership and wider community to discuss:
•

•
•

experiences and challenges community planning partners/organisation(s)
have experienced in the co-design and production of the Strategic Growth
Plan;
partners views on what support is required to deliver and implement actions
arising from the Strategic Growth Plan; and,
to consider collaboratively what support the Trust may be able to provide to
assist the Partnership in the implementation and delivery of the Strategic
Growth Plan as part of the Embedding Wellbeing in NI project.

2.4

In addition to this study visit, the Carnegie UK Trust together with the Carnegie
Council for Ethics in International Affairs provided an opportunity for 3 members of
the Partnership (SGP Co-Chair, Chair of the Health & Wellbeing Outcome Delivery
Partnership, and, DCSDC Strategic Business Manager) to attend the ‘International
Seminar on Wellbeing in Northern Ireland’ which took place on 9th-10th October in
New York. The focus of this event was to further explore the approach taken in
Northern Ireland to improving societal wellbeing, as well as present an opportunity
for stakeholders and senior politicians to share their views on the progress made to
date at improving wellbeing in Northern Ireland; discuss the current situation;
remaining challenges; and aspirations for the future in the context of improving
local wellbeing outcomes through Community Planning.

2.5

The international seminar also provided an opportunity to undertake a programme
of stakeholder engagement to learn more about wellbeing from key American
policymakers, practitioners and government representatives involved in developing
and implementing wellbeing frameworks designed to improve outcomes for
citizens.

2.6

3

Both the study visit and participation in the International seminar have provided an
opportunity to reflect on the progress of the strategic Community Planning process
to date and to consider in light of the feedback provided how over the coming
months, in partnership with the Carnegie UK Trust, how best to shape the offer of
support .
Key Issues

3.1

In addition to providing specific tailored support to 3 Community Planning
Partnerships, the Carnegie UK Trust, as part of the wider Embedding Wellbeing in
Northern Ireland project, have undertaken to develop a peer-to-peer support model
which will allow all 11 Community Planning Partnerships across NI to learn from
each other and that of international best practice in addressing similar challenges.
The Community Planning Partnerships will come together at least three times over
the duration of the programme to share their experiences in implementing their
Community Plan, and to allow this learning to be captured for other Community
Planning Partnerships in Northern Ireland.

3.2

The first of these peer-to-peer learning events is scheduled to take place on 8th
November, and provides an opportunity to share reflections from the 3 Community
Planning Partnership (Derry City & Strabane; Armagh, Banbridge & Craigavon; and,
Lisburn and Castlereagh) study visits conducted over the summer as well as the
international seminar in New York. It will also provide an opportunity to focus
specifically on a key challenge common to all Community Planning Partnerships – in
this instance, the use of data and evidence in Community Planning.

3.3

This event will bring together representatives from all 11 Community Planning
Partnerships across NI, the Department for Communities (DfC) and NIRSA with the
aim of agreeing a common approach in the use of data and evidence in the
implementation and monitoring of the Community Plans. NESTA (the global
innovation foundation) will also be present to provide an insight into the findings of
their research on the use of data by local government
(https://www.nesta.org.uk/report/wise-council-insights-from-the-cutting-edge-of-data-driven-localgovernment/).

3.4

The peer-to-peer learning event will also provide the first opportunity to learn more
in relation to the priorities for the Embedding Wellbeing in Northern Ireland
partnership project and will provide participants with an opportunity to consider
and reflect upon these collectively.

3.5

4
4.1

A further update on progress and the tailored offer of support to the DCSDC
Strategic Growth/Community Planning Partnership will be provided at the next
meeting.
Recommendations
It is recommended that the members note this update in relation to the
Partnerships participation in the Carnegie UK Trust’s Embedding Wellbeing in
Northern Ireland project and the ongoing partnership with the Trust in the codesign of a tailored offer of support.
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1

Purpose of this report/recommendations

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update Members on the progress to date with
regards to local community planning and associated governance
arrangements.

1.2

It is recommended that Members endorse the progress to date.

2

Background

2.1

Members will be aware that localised community planning is a process
through which public sector organisations work together and with local
communities and the voluntary sector, to identify and solve local challenges,
improve services and share resources. The aim is to ensure that people and
communities are genuinely engaged in decisions made about the public
service which affects them. Allied to this commitment / duty by all those who
deliver services in the City and District to work together to provide coordinated and high quality outcomes people expect.

2.2

Derry City and Strabane District Council has agreed that the most effective
way to meet its statutory requirements and objectives as outlined in the
Strategic Growth Plan is to implement a model of engagement through the
establishment of eight Local Community Growth Partnership Boards, aligned
with each of the 7 DEAs (Ballyarnett, Derg, Faughan, Foyleside, Moor, Sperrin,
Waterside) and Strabane Town.
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2.3

As part of the Community Planning Process in the Derry City and Strabane
District Council Area, a ‘Local Community Growth Plan’ has been developed
for each of the 7 District Electoral areas (DEAs) and Strabane Town. The 7
DEAs are; Ballyarnett, Derg, Faughan, Foyleside, Moor, Sperrin and Waterside.

2.4

Following extensive research, consultation and benchmarking on the
governance arrangements for the 8 Local Community Growth Partnerships,
the recommendation has been to publicly advertise a ‘Targeted Open Call’
seeking nominees for the 8 Local Community Growth Partnership Boards. It
has been agreed that there would be three new Local Community Growth
Partnership Boards developed for the three Rural DEAs of Derg, Faughan and
Sperrin. Within the 5 Urban areas, the commitment has been given to build
upon the existing Neighbourhood Renewal structures. Therefore, the
requirement for new and / or additional members of the Local Community
Growth Partnership boards will vary across the DEAs. The 8 Local Community
Growth Partnership Boards will oversee the Local Community Growth Plans for
the 7 DEAs and Strabane Town.

2.5

Direct consultation was carried out with the Interim Chairs for the 8 Local
Community Partnership areas, the 5 Neighbourhood Renewal Partnership
Boards, Rural Networks, Department for Communities, DCSDC Party Leaders
and Independent Elected Members. Eight resident focused consultations
sessions were held across the 7 DEAs and Strabane Town. In addition, Fearon
Consulting carried out a benchmarking process encompassing other examples
of localised planning within DCSDC and other Councils in Northern Ireland;
and those within Ireland and Scotland.

2.6

Prior to the opening of the ‘Targeted Open Call’ an audit was carried out on
each of the existing 5 Neighbourhood Renewal Partnership Board from a
(i) geographical; (ii) skills; and (iii) representation perspective (Section 75). The
findings from this audit have been agreed with Department for Communities,
the Neighbourhood Renewal Strategy Managers and DCSDC.

2.7

The ‘Targeted Open Call’ process was informed by the format and content of
the open call documentation utilised by DCSDC to establish its Peace IV
Partnership Board. Sector Matters have been procured by Derry City and
Strabane District Council to carry out the sifting process for the Targeted
Open Call. Sector Matters is a social enterprise established by the Northern
Ireland Council for Voluntary Action (NICVA). NICVA is a membership and
representative umbrella body for the Community and Voluntary Sector in
Northern Ireland.
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2.8

NICVA established Sector Matters in response to a need identified across the
Third Sector for efficient and cost effective human resources and financial
management services. Sector Matters has been appointed by DCSDC to coordinate the ‘Targeted Open Call’ process including carrying out the sifting
and scoring of all nominations received. This input provides a level of
independence to the process and a level of objectivity and credibility.

2.9

The ‘Targeted Open Call’ process commenced on Monday, 17th September
2018. The closing date for submission was Friday, 24th September 2018 at
4:00 p.m. The nominations process was widely advertised through Council’s
usual communication channels, local print and radio media outlets; DCSDC
website; including the 8 local community planning databases. The Interim
Chairs also worked with key community stakeholders to raise awareness of the
process within their individual DEA area.

2.10

Sector Matters is currently carrying out the sifting process and scoring of all
nominations received via the targeted open call. It is anticipated that Sector
Matters will provide DCSDC with a full recommendations report at the end of
October / early November 2018.
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Key Issues

3.1

The Local Community Growth Partnership Boards will provide the mechanism
for continuous engagement at a grass roots level, feed directly into the
operational Thematic Delivery Groups and input at a strategic level through
the Strategic Growth Partnership.

3.2

The effectiveness of the Local Community Growth Partnership Boards is
dependent on ensuring that the membership, as far as reasonably possible,
reflects the views and opinions of the entire community the body represents
and yet at the same time safeguards against the creation of an oversized,
unwieldy partnership that exhausts the resources of both key community /
voluntary, business and statutory partnership.

3.3

Membership of the Local Community Growth Partnerships will include;
•
•
•

Elected Members for the defined geographical area
Up to ten (two per ward) community representatives who can illustrate
significant linkages with local community and voluntary organisations
Statutory representation
3

The Local Community Growth Partnership members will hold their positions
for a period of three years.
3.4

The ‘Targeted Open Call’ particularly welcomed nominations to the LCGP
boards from networks who could demonstrate specific representation on
behalf of Sections 75 groups. Section 75 requires DCSDC, in carrying out all its
functions and duties, to have due regard to the need to promote equality of
opportunity and consideration of the needs of under-represented groups.

3.5

With regards to the existing Neighbourhood Renewal Partnership Boards, it
has been previously agreed that there will be a two-year transition period
before any of the existing members be replaced.

3.6

It is anticipated that the Local Community Growth Partnership will be
operational before the end of December 2018. It is proposed that the 8 Local
Community Growth Plans will be launched by the 8 Local Community Growth
Partnership Boards. The Cluster Village Plans for the Derg, Faughan and
Sperrin rural DEAs will be included as Appendices to the Local Community
Growth Plans.

4.

Recommendations

4.1

It is recommended that Members note the content of this report and endorse
the progress to date.
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Strategic Growth Partnership/Community Planning Partnership
Proposed Schedule of Meetings 2018/19

Date

Proposed location

24th Jan 2019

Guildhall

18th April 2019

Guildhall

19th September 2019

Guildhall

